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CRAFTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The major o.enominations in America attempted to
confront the important social issues of the 1960's.

\llhen

met ·with the practicality of acting upon some of the more
controversial social problems, h0,11ever, some churches made
only partial commitments.

During the civil rights movement,

some "VThite churches developed laissez-faire attitudes toward
the dignity and justice of the black man. 1 When met with the
·challenge of carrying out the gospel message of love and
justice, prominent churchmen often theologized rather than
actualized their beliefs.

Quite often white Christian

churches advised black members to be patient and to listen
to the words of the scriptures:
the last first. 112

11

The first shall be last and

One of the modern crusaders who most strenuously
objected to this approach illustrated above vms James Forman,
a militant Black Power advocate, who sought to call attention
to his people's economic plight in a dramatic way.,

Prophetic

1 Louis Lomax, The N8g;_rO Revolt (New York: The New
American Library, Inc .. , 1962), pp. 42--54. Cf. James H., Cone,
"The \1/hite Church and Black Pm·rer," Black Theolog;y and Bla.~
Power (Ne\·1 York: 1l'he Seabury Press, 1969), pp .. 62-90.
2 Mark 10:31.. All quotations from the Bible will be
from The Jerunalem Bible. <.Ne\•T York: Published by Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1966).,
1

2

to some, ludicrous to others, Mr. Forman demanded that all
white Christian churches make "reparations" toblack people,
that a financial restitution be made immediately for past
wrongs, and, that, if necessary, blacks disrupt religious
serv1.ces to dramatize the importance of their demands. 3
Forman himself took the lead and disrupted several
worship services •. The most famous, perhaps, was the interruption of the communion service at Riverside Church, an
affluent interdenominational church in New York City.

On

May 4, 1969, Forman and his followers from the National
Black Economic Development Conference (NBEDC) confronted
the senior minister, Dr. Ernest C.ampbell, in the chancel
of the Church and began .. reading their document of protest to
the congregation.

When violence seemed imminent, Dr. Campbell

and most of his congregation walked out of the church and the
service came to an abrupt halt. 4
He read

a list

Forman and his group remainedo

of demands which had been made one week earlier

at the National Black Economic Development Conference in
Detroit, Michigan.

The then little-known doc\unent, which

would eventually stir some Christian churches to serious
reflection about racism in the United States, called upon all
white Christian churches to repay blacks for more than 300
3John Love~ace, "The Black Manifesto A Special Christian
Advocate Newsfeature," Cbristia:q Advocate, July 10, 1969,
PP• 3-23.
4 Based on written correspondence between Dr. Ernest
Campbell, senior minister of The Riverside Church, and the
writer, M~rch 8, 1972.

years of damage done through slavery.

The Manifesto indirectly

call"ed upon all white Christian churches to respond.5
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this thesis is to describe, classify,
and analyze the formal responses that the white Christian
churches made to Mr. Forman and the Black Manifesto.

Such a

problem encompasses a consideration of the following questions:
What responses did the churches give?
within the responses?

~lliat

patterns developed

Why did the churches respond in the

manner they did?
Delimi tatiO.fl..§.
The thesis is limited to a consideration of the white
Christian churches that Mr. Forman and his representatives
formally challenged, the National Council of Churches, ru1d
the major white churches that officially replied to Forman.
The thesis is also limited in that it does not include
the responses of the Jewish commm1ity, the Orthodox Churches,
or the personal reactions of leading church spokesmen, or the
clear and fiery replies of the black churcheso
Finally, the thesis is limited to a description,
classification, and analysis of the formal responses to the
Black Manifesto.

It; does not include an analysis or discussion

5Leon Howell and Robert Lecky, "Reparation Now?,"
Qh!-:istianit;z_ ap.d C:d..f:l..i.§., May 26, 1969, p. J.L~l.

4

of the text of the Manifesto ner

£Q•

DEFINITIONS
White Christian Churches
The churches included in this category include the
major white Protestant denominations, Roman Catholic representation, and the National Council of Churches, all of whom
formally and officially responded to James Forman's demands.
These religious bodies are:

The Episcopalian Church, the

National Council of Churches, The Lutheran Church in America;
the Roman Catholic Archdioceses of New York, St .. Louis, and·
Chicago·, the United Presbyterian Church of America;, the
American Baptist Convention:, the United Methodist Church:,
the United Church of Christ:, and the Refo:r-med Church in
America ..
THE METHOD OF Il\TVESTIGATION
Four chapters follovT this introduction.

Chapter two

\,riJ.l consider the necessary background information:
grov-rth of black self-determination, the

emEn~gence

the

of James

Forman and the Black Economic Development Conference, the
importance and need of the churches to respond to the demands
of the Manifesto and a summary of the Manifestoo

Chapter

three 'tdll discuss the churches' responses and v.7hat led to
each official or formal response; the chapter IIJ'ill also
include a brief evolutional process v.Jithin the responses of
each church body.. Chapter four wiJ.l offer t\vo definite

5
patterns that \'Tere seen to develop within the churches'
responses, an analysis of the responses, and some points
of further study.

The last chapter is basically a summary

and sets forth the conclusions.

CHAP.rER 2
BACKGROUND OF THE MANIFESTO
The last chapter dealt with the general approach to
the problem of this thesis and some of the limitations.
~~~-Cha~pt._er

t.l'J_o_wi J J.

dem_on,._crtJ:>at_e~the.____nRe_d__.f_o~l_ack_E.c_on~omi_c~~~~~~

Development Conference (BEDC), after white society's attempts
to remedy the black dilemma.

It will also show the emergence

of James Forman and the Manifesto, and 'Vvhy there ltras a need
for the white Christian churches to respond to both.
GROWTH OF BLACK SELF-DETERMINATION
Black America in the

1960'~

After Martin Luther King's non-violent leadership
during the 1950's, America witnessed an altogether different
mood 1t1ithin the black community in the 1960's.
For the black ninth of the nation, the 1960's
'Vvere a time of revolution--a decade of triumph as
S\<Teet and defeat as bitter as any in the Negro ' s
long and tragic passage in white America. There
\'\las a gl0\'1 of innocence about its beginnings, in
the sit-ins and the Freedom Rides and the choruses
of black children and white singing "We Shall
Overcome" as if they believed they really might.
But a taste of ashes soured in the fires of Watts
and Ne1;rark and Detroit; it had witnessed the arrival
of a nevi generation of Negro militants who preached
separation and armed for 1;1ar; it had been examined
by a Presidential commission, mostly \•7hite and
moderate to a fault, and advised that we are after
all a racist societye And suddenly the Second
Reconstruction of relations between the races in
America seemed imminent peril of ending as the
6

7
First had, with the exhaustion of the white
man's will even to carry on the attempt. The
two America's were separate and alien when the
decade of the 1960' s began. They \'Jere farther
apart still when it ended.l
Within the structure of American social, political,
and religious life, Martin Luther King had achieved, in a
non-violent manner, a certain sense of dignity and respect
for the black person; his mission involved liberation for
black humanity through a type of redemptive love.

His very

last words bespoke a hope for complete liberation, for abolishment of all forms of whit~ racism.2

Ironically, his violent

death sparked an even greater American division between black
and white.

Yet before his assassination and death in 1968,

there was a struggle for leadership within the black community.
His death left a

11

kaleidoscopic jumble o.f leaders who materi-

alized, burned brightly for a season and flamed out almost as
quickly as they had appeared.,"?
v1ere:

Malcolm

Among the "new" leaders there

x, Stokely Carmichael, Rap BrO\vn, Eldrid.ge Cleaver,

Huey Newton, and Bobby Seale.

The Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE), the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
the Black Panthers became more than just civil rights groups;
they became platforms for various leaders to megaphone their
messages:

moderate, liberal, revolutionary, para-military.

1Peter Goldman, ~t from Black Ame~ica (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1969), P• l7o
2Martin Luther King, "A View From The Mountain Top,"
Renewal, April, 1969, PP• 3-4~
3Goldman, 21?.•

ill•, P• 19.

8

In the later 1960's the nation witnessed the rise of black
determination through verbal insistence, through bullets and
bombs to overcome a racism that kep·t black freedom retarded. 4
Yet, the late 1960's was a time· of hope for the basic
freedoms and rights in the field of economics.

To a number

of ttnew" blacks the condition of blacks would improve when
the black man determined his own destiny, financially; when

severed himself from white control.

Thus, for many "new"

blacks economic improv·ement was inversely proportionate to
the growth of black self-determination.5

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL
BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
The Interreligious Foundation for Corgmunitz Organi2!.ation-IFCO
One of t;he religious structures concerned with the
improvement of the black economy-was the Interreligious
Foundation for Community Organization-IFCO.

This organization

was an attempt upon the part of the major religious denominations to fund local community organizations committed to selfdetermination and self-help programs.

Member denominations

paid $1,000 membership fee and were supposed to continue to
contribute

la~ge

sums of money, but many denominations' support

l~J..lli.
ReA~~~!,

5Anonymous, "A Message to the Churches from Oakland,"
October-November, 1970, PP• 19-20.

9
ceased after payment of the initial fee. 6

It \'las the IFCO

that launched the plan for the eventual crystallization of
the National Black Economic Development Conference between
April 25-2?, 1969.

The organization's plans called for a

coming-together of a cross section of black leaders to map
out strategies for a more black-directed type of community
development.

Such a meeting was considered of the greatest

importance.
The need for such a gathering, as well as
the results must be seen in relation to social
realities becoming clear in the months bet1t1een
September 1967 and April 1969. Among these was
decreasing hope in the promise given by the
government's war on poverty. The relative
failure of the poverty programs to provide adequate correctives to unemployment, health, educational needs and poor housing v'Jas widely
recognized before the presidential year of 1968.
The government had stood. as the source of legal
impetus and funds for social improvement in civil
rights and religious thrusts. Would it make
appropriation commensurate with the needs?7
The future of social issues, poverty alleviation,
and minority justice depended upon the Federal administration
and the President's response to the problem of black selfdetermination..

The problem of black economic progress was

chiefly v1hether the black community could believe that the
Federal government or the President was sincere about financiai
support and economic relief for blacks.

1967 had already

6

Lucius Walker, "IFCO and the Crisis of American Society,"
in Black Manifesto, (edso) Hobert Lecky and Elliott Wright (New
York: Sheed and Ward., Inc., 1969), pp. 133-139.

7R. Lecky and E. Wright (eds.), "Reparations Now? An
Introduction, Black r1anifesto (New York: Sheed and Ward, Inc.,
1969), pp. 8-9 ..
11

10

marked the release of the Kerner Commission Report.

However,

even a year later in 1968 there was no serious eff.ort to
implement its recommendations.

It soon became apparent that

Federal programs of economic development for blacks were not
likely to become national priorities.

Thus, the continued

economic superiority of the white man made the plight of the
black man bleak. 8
As the year ·1969 began, the conditions of black
Americans were largely dependent upon the willingness of a
white-dominated economy to share its economic power with the
blacks.

A black economic

base, which called for a greater

participation in determining their own destinies, became a
number one priority for the "new 11 blacks..

Another priority

vJas an economy devoid of free gifts from the same white man
who had oppressed black people and their ancestors for years .. 9
It was mostly out of a sense of frustration at the
failure of the white economic povmr structure to change, that
the Reverend Lucius Walker, a black American Baptist clergyman and director of IFCO, invited interested blacks of various
philosophies to travel to Detroit.

The meeting, called the

National Black Economic Development Conference, met at Wayne
University on April 25, 1969..

The meeting had no pre-conceived

agenda or no conception of a permanent Black Economic
8Arnold Schuchter, Reparations: T_he Bl~ck Hanifesto
and I~s Challenge to \'Jhite America (Philadelphia and Ne\v York:
~Lippincott Company, 1970), pp .. xi·-xx.
9Ibiq.•

11

Development Conference; nor did any one arrive with a written
manifesto in his hands.

The meeting was intended for, planned

by, and involved with blacks only in an effort to influence
the economic fate and to encourage self-determination of
black people in a predominately \vhite society. 10
White pledges, white pml]er and white plans
for blacks were left outside. The conference
received a 'bad press', no doubt partly because
white journalists were also excluded. Except
in black papers, the Black Manifesto itself was
hardly reported when it was released,· and \vas
practically ignored by the large eastern dailies
v1hich control much of the nation~ s informa·!;ional
flow.ll
Throughout the conference, the black speakers and
participants agreed on several points..

As Lucius \valker him-

self stated later at his denomination's Convention, the meeting
of the NBEDC was unanimous on such points as:
The irrelevance of black capitalism as a
political slogan, which i.s intended to further
co-opt and compromise the black con!munity, the
dysfunction of capitalist interest in contributing to the genuine liberation of the black community, and thirdly, an impatience with piecemeal programmatic projects for the economic
development of the black community.. ~ here \'Jere
repeated calls for comprehensive programs that
would have addressed themselves to total control
of black communities by black people&l2
1

These main points showed themselves in many of the conference
workshops and caucus resolutions ana. were repeated very
emphatically and dramatically in a document presented by James

----·-------

10Lecky and Wright, ££• ~., pp. 10-11.
11
.Ibi£.
12 Lucius Walker, QJ.?.• cit .. , p. 137.

------- ---

~

---------

-~

-

-~~--

-
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Forman on the last day of the conference.
THE EMERGENCE OF JAMES FORMAN

Zeitgeis~ 1 3
In the fall of 1961 Forman left his job and career
to assume a position with SNCC at $60 a week; he was convinced
of the critical need for social reform in black society.

He

leader with Jesse Jackson; stood behind Martin Luther King
at the Lincoln Memmoria1 in Washington, D.C., and later that
same year became International Affairs Director for SNCc. 14
The former Chicago school teacher 9 promising novelist, antireligionist, Black Power advocate, James Forman was in the
right place at the right time.

For until the Black Economic

Development Conference in Detroit, Forman had remained in
the background, while the Rap
· spoke.

Bro~~s

and Stokely Carmichaels

On the closing day of the NBEDC meeting, April

27,

1969, James Forman presented the assembly with a document
which would catapult him and his cause into national prominenceo

The document

'ltlaS

called uThe Black Manifesto. ·ul5

The introduction of' the Manifesto was authored by
1 3spirit of the Times - A further explanation of this
word is contained in Wha·t Manner of Man by Lerone Bennett
(New York: Pocket Book:"S;"T9b5), Po Lt-5.14Religious News Service dispatch as quoted in !,em:Qo,
June 1, 1969, P• 3.
1 5The Black Manifesto by James Forman, first published
in RenewaY-magazine is reprinted in Appendix 1.

13
Mr. Forman and was entitled:

ffTotal Control of Black

Communities--The Only Solution to the Black Economic
Development. 11

The second half of the document contained

the list of demands and the call for $500,000,000 from all
"white racist churches and synagogues.n 16
Forman took the convention by surprise and brought
the Manifesto to the convention floor for a vote.
approval after a full and lively discussion.

He won

By a vote of

18? ·to 63, with a majority of the more than 500

delegat-ce.-cs.-------~-

abstaining, the Manifesto became the officj.al document of
the conference. 1 7
Mr. Forman became the chief spokesman for the
Manifesto and the leader for the United Black Appeal, an
idea for fund raising for the black community that had
originated a year earlier with IFCO.

He

became at once the

symbol for the economically-deprived black roan and the leader
of the BEDC, although not its prestdentca 18
The events that followed the Detroit
meeting marked Forman's emergence from
relative obscurity to national prominence
as a black spokesman. The actual authorship of programs and tactics in the
I1anifesto is unclear and matters little.
16James Forman, ~l£,e Blag_!LJ1..ap_if~s_iQ: Introduction: Total
Control as the only Solution to the Economic Problems of Black
People. As quoted in the Appendix, pp. 95-102.
1 7Ecumenical Press Service dispatch,

nBlack Economic
Conference 15emands $5QOT'1IITion -,Reparations i from Churches,"
May 8, 1969, PP• 2-3·
18Ibid. ·

14

Forman had written the preamble to the
Manifesto and cert~inly had an influence
on the main text.ll;l
SUMMARY OF THE l1ANIFESTO.
The

Introduction-~~t~l

Control-the Only Solution

The Black Manifesto is "addressed to the vrhite
Christian Churches and the Synagogues in the United States
of America and to all ot}ler racist institutions." 20 The
d.ocument is a two-part declaration.

The first part consists

of introductory remarks by Forman follo"red by the Manifesto
and its demands ..
The only solution to the economic problems of black
people is to separate themselves from any schemes of black
capitalism and to take ·complete control of the economic scene.
Those who participate in black capitalism are "black power
pimps and fraudulent 1eaders. 1121

other highlights of the

introduction include the follo\l>ring:
1.

Blacks are African people and must aid fellovr

brothers and sisters in Africa, a country exploited by the
capitalistic, imperialistic government of the United States.
2.

No oppressed people ever achieved freedom until

they were vlilling to fight' using any means at their disposal.

3.

Black people in the United States are the most

l9Schuchter, QQ$ £it., p. 4.
2°Forman, QQ. cit., p. 1.
21

Ibid.

15
oppressed group; they have suffered the most from racism
and exploitation, cultural degradation and lack of political
power ..
4.

~he

oppressed will make the revolution an exer-

cise of their black humanity.

5.

Blacks must be concerned with the total condi-

tions of all black people in the world.
6.

Blacks must create a society where the total means

of production are taken from the rich, the_exploiters, other
racists and placed into the hands of the state for the welfare
of all people.

This, according to Forman, is what he meant

by "total control. 11

7.

Blacks must assume leadership inside the United

States to protect their self-interests.
8.

Blacks must build a socialistic society "v'rithin

the United States, led by black people, not in a nation where
there is a black natione

9.

Racism is so perverted that only violence and an

armed, black-controlled. government will insure the end of
racism in this country ..
10.

Blacks should seize power \"!here ever they arc. 22

The Manifesto:

Demands and Recommendations

The second part of the document contained the reflective demands and admonitions to the 'IJThite and black worlds.
22 Ibid., pp. 2-8.

16

The highlights of the second part of the document:
1.

A demand from the white Christian churches and

Jewish synagogues of reparations of $500,000,000, since they
are part of the system of capitalism.
2.

Black people in America are vwrth a minimum of

3.

The money \V'ill be spent in the follOi'ling vmy:

-~---------""-=____Es±.-Rbl:Lsb...I!1..e.rlJ.:;__o_£'__a~soJJJ;-hei'l1-la.ru3_bank_j;._.."_'-----------

help black brothers and sisters to leave
the United States because of racist pressure ( ~t200 ,000 , 000) •
b.

Establishment of 4 major publishing and
printing industries in the United States
(i~40

c.

,ooo, 000).

Establishment of research skills center
($30,000,000).

d.

Establishment of TV net"tV"orks to provide
an alternative to current racist propaganda
($10,000,000 each).

e.

Establishment of a training center in mass
communication skills ($20,000,000).

f..

Assistance to National \'Jelfare Rights
Organization ($10,000,000).

g.

Establishment of a National Black Labor
Strike and Defense Fund ($20,000,000).

h..

Establishment of the International Black
Appeal (IBA) ($20~000,000); this \'lill involve

17
the task of making more capital for
businesses in the United States and in
Africa; the IBA will be headed by James
Forman ..
i.

Establishment of a black university in the
South C1n3o, ooo, ooo).

j.

4.

Il!,CO will allocate all 11nused funa.s ..

To win their demands blacks must have massive

support, therefore:
a.

All black people should consider themselves
members of the

b.

NBJ~C.

Black people should act boldly when confronting the white oppressors.

c.

Blacks should urge others tovrard total disruption of selected. church-sponsored agencies
and stage sit..:.in demonstrations by all delegates and members of the NBEDC.

d.

Blacks must find v1hites 1..vho \vill take orders
from blacks to implement the demands of the ·
Manifesto ..

e.

vfuite members of churches must practice patience,
tolerance, and non-violence in responding to
the demand for reparations and disruptions to
church and synagogue operations.

f.

Blacks must be v1illing to fight the church
establishment and, if necessary, declare war
on the \vhite Christian churches and use whatever

18

means necessary "bo achieve success.

5. Finally, blacks must use force to get their demands,
since the military and the church are working hand in hand, and
since Christianity \vas used to help enslave black people. 2 3

THE
The White ChriEiian

NEF~

FOR A RESPONSE

Churche~

and the Manifesto

_________..T""'h.uP-----K£:'J:-ru.:n:-_C_mnmis_s j on Rep_o_:r.J:;_o_f_l_9_6_'Z-s±_at_e_d_t_h_a_t within
the United States unemployment, educational

and economic

poverty, poor housing, exploitation of blacks had been caused
by "VThite racism, "that white institutions had created the
trouble, maintained it and condoned it.'• 24 Considered a moderate
approach at the time, the report put the blame·for urban problems on the \f.Ihite man. 2 5
In April of' 1969., l!,orman and the writers of the Black
Manifesto reiterated the conclusions of the Kerner Report and
added that the churches have been sustained by the military
might of the colonizers, that black people were enslaved by
Christianity, that \>lhite institutions, in particular \<Thite
churches, should repay black society in the amount of
$500,000,000, and that white Christian churches were partici-

pators in the continuing presence of injustice inside the
')7-:

~~Ibid.,

24

u. s .

PPo 8-16.

Riot Commission Report; ReNort of the National
Commissi"on "on Civil Dfsorders· 1~ew York: Bantam Books,
1968); pp. 203-206.

Advi~:mr;y

2r.-

/Ibid.
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United States.

In essence, the Black Manifesto charged that

the members of· white Christian churches were guilty of being
racist and, if they were truly interested in correcting the
injustice of black poverty and oppression, churches should
begin to actualize and not merely theologize their beliefs
about social problems. 26
The Manifesto challenged the religious bodies to act;
--------~nJl-O~mandE~~tnanc~al_re~iproc~ion

and a call to action

upon the gospel message, the \vorking out of the law and love
of Christ.

Almost all of the white Christian churches

responded to the Manifesto ..

To remain silent to Forman's

demand.s and accusations could have been misconstrued as a
sign of not caring.

It seemed that the churches formally

challen.ged by Forman did care.
asked to help the oppressed,

The fact remained that when

"<~Then

told they had sinned, the

churches of Christ did respond~ 2 7
In summary, the Manifesto developed out of a concern
expressed by the·Interreligious Foundation for Community
Organization (IFCO) for a renewed. awareness of black dignity
and pride, and economic self-determination.

James Forman

emerged as the major spokesman for the BEDC and the United
Black Appealo

At the Detroit meeting of the National Black

Economic Development Conference (NBEDC), he presented the
Black Manifesto..

The Manifesto vms approved and a<lopted by

26Forman, o
QE.•

·t
~-e'

Pc 18 •

7Religious Ne\,TS Service dispatch as quoted. in ~1'.9m:Qo,
June 1, 1969, pp •. 3~9.
2
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a slim margin with a substantial majority abstaining; it
contained urgent demands and questions for the churches
based upon the gospel message of love and justice.
The responses and descriptions given to Forman's
demands and to the Manifesto will be considered in the next
chapter.

CHAPrER 3
RESPONSES TO THE MANIFESTO
Chapter 2 described the background of the Manifesto,
the growth of black self-determination, and the development

stand the central character of the Manifesto, James Forman's
action, and the· demana.s of the Manifesto ana. the ramifications
of the need for a·response by each church body that was formally challenged.

Chapter 3 \'rill describe the formal responses

of the nine religious bodies.

FORMAL RESPONSES
'l'he Evol}!i,i_on:.al Develonment of iQe_ Resp,onse.s
Most of the responses of the churches to the Black
Manifesto needed the approval of church executive boards,
the statement of a cardinal of a church, the meeting of a
synod or convention of a church body.
or official response

\'laS

By the time the formal

made to the r1anifesto; the replies

had been altered and brought through a type of a.evelopmental
change. 1

\•lhat follows no\v are the nine responses from the

church bodies that Forman and his group formally challenged ..

------------------1

Gayraud Vlilmore, 11 The Black Manifesto Revisited, 11
Christian_QenturY.,, April, 1971, pp .. LJ-52-LJ-53 ..
21
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The Episcopal_Qhurch
The first official challenge to the churches was given
to the Episcopal Church by James Forman on Mayl, 1969, in

New York.

IFCO director Lucius Walker and Forman led a

delegation of twenty-five NBEDC members to meet Bishop Stephen F.
Bayne and Bishop J. Brooke Mosley at the headquarters of the
Episcopal Church.

At this meeting Jl'orman presented the entire

ference held at the Center, Bishop Bayne commented:

"The

Church is dependent on voluntary contributions.

And this kind
of confrontation tactic of Forman's will accomplish nothing." 2

However, the presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church, ;John E•.
Hines, ·was out of the country at the time so Forman agreed
to meet with him at a later dateo
When Forman and Hines met on May 13, 1969, Forman
demanded from the Episcopal Church, as its share of the
$500,000,000 in reparations:

1) a contribution of $60 million

to IFCO for the NBEDC 2) an annual donation of

6~fo

of the

profits of all church assets 3) a complete listing of all
assets of the Episcopal Church in all dioceses in the United
States.3
After an Executive Council meeting Bishop Hines
characterized the language and basic philosophy of the
Manifesto as
2Judy Mathe Foley, "Dealing with a Manifesto, 11 .TI!§_
~~~!~, July~

1969, p. 11.

Qf.., also The_~!itne9..§_, "Demands of the
Manifesto~une 12, 1969, P• 3.
3Ibid_e
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. . . . calculatedly revolutionary, Marxist,
inflammatory and anti-Semitic and antiChristian-establishment, violent, and destructive of any democratic process--so as to shock,
challenge, fright en, and, · if possible, over\-Jhelm
the institutions to which it is directecl. It was
not surprising, then, that throughout the white
establishment the immediate response was, vJith
few exceptions,. one of outrage, furious hostility
and disbelief.,£+
However, Bishop Hines further stated that although
there was no commitment of his Church made to Mr. Forman or
the demands of the Manifesto, the programmatic aspects o:f
the document represented needs to vJhich his church's program
v1as directed:
For those of this Church \'lho could get past
the revolutionary rhetoric of the Manifesto, the
program would speak meaningfully and perhaps persuasively •• ., • This may be the moment for the
Church to redouble her efforts, cut back on all
non-essential spending for fabric and furbishings,
and ask for emergency money--outside the budget-to provide seed money for poverty areas.. vle should
consider a fund of $10 million over the next five
years throughout the Church to increase and deepen
this Church's response to the clearly delineated
needs of suffering and oppressed people .. 5
Bishop Hines appointed a committee to frame a response.,

The

Manifesto response committee reported to the Executive Council
and although the Council recognized the continuing poverl:;y and
injustice and racism that was inherent in our society, it did
.
6
not accept the Manifesto as it was presented..
The official
response of the COI'!lmittee was:
4 Ibid.

1969,

5Foley·, £1?... gj.t., pp.. 11-12.
6 "The Key R
. " Th e E~pJ.scopa
.
1'J.an, 0 c·o
t; b or,
.. Aso 1 u.t.J.ons~
p ..

7 ..
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We are determined that this Church, in
consultation with the Union of Black Clergy
and Laymen in the Episcopal Church as well
as vli th representatives of the poor, both
within and without the Church, will mount
further strategic attacks upon poverty and
injustice which will call for great·sacrifices • • • • The crisis is not primarily one
of money but of human spirit and of hovr men
deal with one another.?
After much discussion by the Executive Council, it was voted
not to accept the document which demanded $60 million from
the Episcopal Church in the United States ..
During the \AJeek of August 30-September 5, at Special·
Convention II at Notre Dame University, the Episcopal Church
formally replied to the demands of the Manifesto.

During

this convention a spirit of open debate was mixed \•lith a
degree of anxiousness.
first day.

The atmosphere appeared calm on the

However, on Sunday evening, August 31, the \'lell-

prepared plans and agenda took a some\•Jhat unannounced turn ..
A group of blacks led by Muhammed Kenyatta of the NBEDC took
over the meeting.

The black members asked for immediate

action by the Church's national governing body on race relations; they vJanted a response to the Manifesto.

8

A response was given in a formally adopted t\vo-part

resolution.

Special Convention II (later called South Bend/69)

made it clear to the membership that the Episcopal Church,
under the direction of its Executive Council, rejected the
revolutionary and "frenetic ideology 11 of the Manifesto.
7Ib'-'~
~.

In

25
its brief resolution South Bend/69 stated:
1. Resolved, That this church reaffirm
its commitment to the principle of selfdetermination for minority groups, as they
attempt to organize the communities 'l.'lhich
they represent, and to the principle that it
is the role of the Church to support programs
whic'h such groups themselves initiated, in
accordance with the original criteria for the
funding of such programs established by the
General Convention o:f.' 1967; and be it .further
2..

Resolved, That this Church, vrhile

------------~ea~~inPo-ID~£~h_Qt-tlLe_iiteology~o~f~t~h~e~~·B~l~a~ck=-----------------~--

Manifesto', recognize that the BEDC is a
movement vihich is an expression of selfdetermination for the organizing of the black
community in America. 9

The National Council of Churches (NCC)
Mr. Forman appeared before the General Board of the
National Council of Churches on May 2, 1969..

The Board said

that it had not ha<l enough time to study the Forman's proposals
and referred them to a special meeting of its Executive
Committee on June 23, 1969.

In the meantime the General Board

did ad.opt the follovring response to :Hr .. Forman:
The General Board of the National Council
of Churches records its deep appreciation to
f1r .. James Forman for his presentation of and
explanation concerning the Black r•lanifesto and
shares the aspirations of the black people of
the country from vc~hich it sprang.
The General Board, having been confronted vrith
·the Black Hanifesto only a fm,r hours before

9Ibid. For full and detailed coverage, the reader
\'lould profit immensely by reading the Special Convention II
reports~
The Convention is recorded in detail and ·with differing viev1points best in The_Livii2:E_Church, July-·December of 1969;
and ~~he E.I',~sconalian, Piay::::oecember, N69. These periodicals
.
provide j_nteresting reading and contain the official resolutions
about the lvianifesto adopted during South Bend/69 ..
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adjournment, deeply regrets that it has been
unable to arrive at a decision which could be
both immediately substantive and responsible.
HO\'Tever, the Board urges that the communions
give serious study to the Manifesto, expecting
that each communion will act on the matter in its
O"'m way.
The Board.receives the Manifesto and refers it
to the General Secretary 1·!i th instructions ·to
report to the Executive Committee of the General
Board at its special meeting, scheduled to be held
June 23, the most appropriate course of action that
the Council should take on this important matter,
authorizing the Executive Committee to act on behalf
of the General Board.l0 .
On June 23, 1999, the twenty-five member Executive

Committee of the National Council of Churches (NCO) met to
cope with the challenge presented by Forman and the demands
of the Black f1anifesto.,
two came to the special

Of the twenty-five members, tvventy- .
session~

The members stated that

they tried to respond in a way that was
La"ltr

of the Lord and the Gospel of

consisten.t·.\~ith

Christ~

the

In their formal

statement they said:
Cognizant of the great injustices done to
the black and the bro1m man by Christian white
men throughout the·entire history of our country. ~ .. • We declare that we have no :right under
God to refuse to listen to any demand presented
to us, \'lhatever may be our initial reaetion to
the form it takes. The physical, psychological
and spiritual distance irJhich separates v1hite
churchmen from the ghetto. ~ • o The increasing
gap betir.reen white liberals and the ne\•J black
movements, the recent appearance of black caucuses
\'li thin most of the larger communions, the threat
to integration as a clear and unquestionable objective, and the continuing evidence of white racism
as a major component of our present-day culture
make it imperative that white churchmen in the name
of Christ open every possible door and make every
10 "NCO 1 s General Board Neet s Again, " Tempo, June 1,
1969, p. 10.
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attempt to listen.
But openness alone is not enough. There
must be penitence and a readiness to make
recompense. Remembering that if our brother
has anything against us nothing we do is
acceptable before the altar of God until
first we be reconcilecl to our brother, we here
solemnly commit ourselves to the removal of
racial discrimination and human greed. We
confess that we have no right to appear before
the altar of God so long as this priority has
not taken possession of us or i~ any moment of
time \<Then t.ve have renounced it. 1
.

ana. 12, 1969, the General Board of the NCO met and responded
to the Black Manifesto by urging member communions to raise an
immediate sum of $500,000 to meet needs of black clergy groups
and put plans into motion to make available tens of millions
of dollars for minority development. 12 This action came after
an emotion-packed afternoon session on the first day, after an
alternative proposal 'ltTas defeated vrhich included an independent response to the Manifesto's

language~

The introduction

was similar to. the response made by the NCO's Executive Board
and added the following:
The NCO, aware of the grievances of the
black people of this nation, while rejecting
the ideology of the Black t1anifesto, acknovrledges the Black Economic Development Conference
as a programmatic expression of the aspirations
of black churchmen. The Black Economic Development
Conference is a ne1tJ agency among those agencies in
the Black community directed toward the achievement
11 "NCC's General Board Responds to the Black Manifesto,".
TemQo, October 1, 1969, p. 4.
12norothy Rensenbrink, "TvJO Crowded Days in Indianapolis, 11
T.empQ, October 1, 1969, p. 3.
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of economic justice for the deprived peoples
of this land.l3
It was in the light of this statement that the General Board
·adopted the following at its September 11 meeting:
le a recommendation to the member
communions for funding the five regional
conferences for black churchmen
2. the NCO \-lill ask for $500,000 from its
member communions to be utilized by the
Interreligious Foundation for Community
~~~~~~---'Or~·ganization ·and the National Committee of
Black Churchmen

3. the NCO called for a response from
local, national, and state governments for
the present racial crisis
4-o the NCO urged member denominations
to provide financial support to the National
Committee of Black Churchmen to hold a series
of regional conferences

5. · the NCO pledged its d.etermination to
meet \vith representatives of the Black Economic
Development Conference and other minority-groups
and assigned a -special committee of 16 to coordinate the matter.ll.J..
Between November 30 and December
its General Assembly in Detroit..

'+,

1969, the NCO held

The Assembly vrelcomed, adopted,

enclorsed, and passed resolutions regarding issues ranging from
the alleged civilian massacres in Vietnam to broader representation for youth, \vomen, ·and lay people, overpopulation, and
peaceful dissent of the Vietnam. \'Jar.

There ".'!ere no resolutions

dealing with racial justice as it affects black Americans.
And although James Forman made his presence knovm, there vms

l3"NCC' s General Board Heets Again, 11
14Ibid.

.Q.P...

cit .. , pp. 4, 11.
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no reference or resolution adopted concerning the Black.
Manifesto. 1 5
Lutheran Church in America
On May 6 James Forman tacked the NBEDC' s

11

Statement

to the Luthe.ran Church in America II on the doors of the church
house on MaCl.ison Avenue in Nevr York City..

There \IJ'ere seven

basic demands:
le

Vle demand that the Lutheran

Church~~~~---'----~~~~_:____~

in America support the Black Nanifesto of
the NBEDC ...
2. $50,000,000 in direct reparation.
3. A list of all church assets, business
income, stock and real-estate investments.
4. 60% of the profits from these assets
v1ill be given to NBEDC.
5. The Lutheran Church must respond to the
Mayor of Ne\'J York for his racist attack upon
our behaviour at Riverside Church, Sunday,
May 4, 1969 .. 16 ·
6, The Lutheran Church must pressure all
racist Christian churches to meet the demands
of the NBEDC.,
7. The Lutheran Church must disseminate
to all white Christians ana. Jews in the United
States the statement prepared by the black
breathren ~.'Tho support the Black Manifesto, but
VJhose message \'Jas never published in the racist
\'Jhite papers of this country .. l7
.
President Robert Jw Marshall of the Lutheran Church in America
l5"Images and Capsules: Detr.oit at a Glance, 11 ~empo,
December 15, 1969--January 1, 1970, p .. 4 ..
16r.Phe mayor of Nevr York City, John Lindsay, called the
behaviour of James Forman and his followers shocking, Ne1·1
York Tt~, f1lay 5, 1969, pp .. 1, 37 ..
1 7This summary ,,,a_s based upon "The Editor's Ambo;
Reparations for Blacks: toward thought and action, 11 I1utheran
Forum, July-August, 1969, pp. 17-18.

listened to the reading of the seven demands and then refused
to comment or enter into the controversy..

The Church Council,

the executive group of the American Lutheran Church, however,
rejected the Hanifesto and, in particular, the "strong, seditious language of the document which demanded $500 million in
reparations from U. S. churches and synagogues." 18

The

American Lutheran Church Council said that the demands for

in a segment of our society but added that portions .of the
document were inflammatory, filled 'lrTith hate and must be
repudiated.ul9
Hm·rever, any further response from the Lutheran Church
in America to Forman's demands would have to be deferred until
·the entire Ex:ecutive Council's regular meeting in October.

In

the interim President Marshall asked the Board of Social
Ministry to appoint a blue-ribbon committee to study the
demands and recommend a response.
In October the American Lutheran Church replied to
the Hanifesto demands.

Vlhen the Executive Council met that

month, the anm•rer became clear..

The Lutheran Church in

America's ans\ver to the BEDC \vas one of rejection..

A short

description of the·· meeting of the Council in Nev·r York has
been recorded:
1811 Churches

The

Luth~,

Reject I Seditious I Theme of Black r1anifesto' II
August 28, 1969, p. 26.

l9"LCA Ill. Synod Takes Stand, 11 'I'he Lutheran, July 16,
1969, p. 23.
.
.

The Executive Council of the 3.3 millionmember Lutheran Church in America has termed
the 'political philosophy' of the Black
Manifesto 'unacceptable.'
Meeting for the first time since James
Forman posted the Black Manifesto on the doors
of the LCA headquarters here last May, the
group said LCA funds ought not to be given to
the BEDC-or ru1y other organization-whose goals,
purposes or tactics a~e incompatible with the
Poverty and Race Relations social statements of
the LCA. • • ..
The council rejected the concept; of reparations by saying theologians understand the word
~~~~~_ne_w_ay~_aocinlngL~~a_~~~e~~_g~~e~nments y~e~t~-------------------

anothero
.
Each LCA board, commission and auxiliary
was asked to examine specific aspects of its.
work and report proposals for implementation
to the denomination's Coordinating Committee
on Race.20
.

The Executive Council of the LCA did propose to give
serious consideration in developing the financial program of
the Church to courses of action relat;ing to social. need and
directed each board, commission, and auxiliary of the church
body to examine specific aspects of its work to determine how
these could best be used to promote human dignity Blld equality
of opportunity. 21
One course of action that the LOA urged upon the
constituent units of the LCA \vas that "measures be taken to
counteract America's basic mistrust of black people's capacity
20 Glen Stone, "The Sounds of Silence,"~'
December, 1969, P• 12.
21 This statement is based upon written and verbal
correspondence between Donald Eo Trued, Assistant to the
Secretary of the Lutheran Church in America, on February 28,
1973; and the Executive Council Minutes, ]'ourth Biennium-5th Meeting, dated Qct;ober 16-17, 1969, .Po 49~.
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:for leadership as· evidenced in the lack of autonomy of the
black community." 22

Another measure taken by the council

was a resolution asking congregations within the Lutheran
community to discuss with openn.ess the concern of reparations
and to express good faith through support of their Priorities
Program, Project Equality, and all inner city ministries.
The Illinois Synod of the LOA adopted a response to
the Manifesto that was typical o;t'.most other Lutheran groups
in rejecting the black demands.

The Black Manifesto speaks to us out of
the gulf that separates rich from poor, powerful from powerless, black from white • • • •
Our conscience cannot let this voice go unheeded.
We must recognize that unless the ch\ITch and the
white community respond, our nation and soclety
will be in danger of blO\ving up in our faces.
\ole must ack.no\vledge the challenge to the churcb·oan imperative that 1.-re examine, judge, and reform
our political, social and economic systems. We
do this without endorsing the philosophies or the
tactics of the manifesto. 2 7
1,h~ O~t}22l,ic Chur_ch_i!!'_~~U2£}U

On May 9; 1969, in a downpour of rain, Mr. Forman and
another l'ffi11mO member sought a meeting vd th Terence Cardine.l
Cooke at the New York Archdiocese chancery office..

Cardinal

Cooke was out of town, but Forman presented the BEDC's demands

to the members of the Cardi.nal' s staff regarding the Catholic
Church..

He quoted. from Doctor Eugene Carson Blake end Alfred

Balk:

22

Stone, 12~~ ~·

2 3uLCA Ill .. Synod Takes Stand,n

l2c ... pit.
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1. Every year religious organizations
gather about $5 billion in con~ributions. The
value of their visible assets has been estimated at $79·5 billion--almost double the combined assets of the country's five largest
industrial corporations.
2e Of this treasure, approximately 1~44. 5
billion worth is held by the Roman·catholic
Church.
3. The Catholic Church must be the biggest
corporation in the United States. They have a
branch office. in almost every neighborhood.
Their assets and real estate hold.ings must exceed
those of Standard Oil~ AT & T, and U.S. Steel
------S-em"b.t-n-ed-~"b..P--ir__r_o_s_t._e_r__o_f due s-~ying,~m':f:et:m~b~e-irrsc-________
must be sec~~d only to the tax rolls of the u.s.
government.
4. When one remembers that churches pay no
. inheritance tax (churches do not .die), that
churches may own and operate business and be
exempt from the 52% corporate income tax, and
that real property used for church purposes is
tax exempt, it is not unreasonable to prophesy
that '\vi th reasonably prudent management, the
churches ought to be able to control the whole
economy gf the nation within the predictable
future. 2
The latter part of the written statement contained the demands:
1.

That the Catholic Church in the Uni.·ted States give

the BEDC a list of all assets, unrelated business income, stock,
and real-estate investments, pensions, retirements, and tnvestment; funds.
2.

$200 million to establish a southern land

bank~

as outlined in the Manifesto.
24 Alfred Balk, The Rel~Business, p. 8, John Knox
Press, as quoted in Lecky aid'wr~ght,--eds., l3la~k ..!:1an:\f~s~g_
(New York: Sbeed and ward, Inco, 1969), p. l1+4.
2 5noctor Eugene Carson Blake as quoted in Lecky and
Wright, eds., Black Manifesto (New York: Sheed and Ward, Inc.,

1969)'

p.

145:·-

----

.

3.

That the Catholic Church in the United States

support the Black Manifesto and use its povJer and influence
"to pressure all vrhite racist Christian churches and Jewish
synagogues to meet the demands of the NBEDC for reparations
due to the role of the Christian and Jewish religions in
exploiting black people in this country." 26
The Archdiocese issued an unsigned, four-page
statement on Iv'lay 21, 1969, rejecting the concept of reparations and denouncing the Manifesto as closely joined to
political concepts vJhich vmre completely contrary to "the
American way of life, 11 but at the same time stating that the
Church \AJas deeply concerned for its black brothers and sisters ..
Part of the statement said:
The recent public statements by Mr. James
Forman of the NBEDC have caused all of us to
reflect deeply upori some of the frustrations
and aspirations of the black people.. It is
regretable that in the Black Manifesto these
concerns are closely joined to political concepts which are completely contrary to our
American vray of life.. On this basis, in addition to the manner of presentation and other
substantive considerations, vJe do not endorse
the Black Manifesto or its demands . . . . . The
Church's concern for the poor is practical$
Catholic Charities, through its 203 social welfare agencies, provides a variety of services
to the needy and disadvantaged, regardless.of
race or religion., These services, related to
health, family welfare, child care, and youth
activities, involved last year a cash expenditure of $5,764,000 donated by the people of the
Archdiocese of New York.
26
James l!'orman, "BEDC Demands Presented to the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of New York," quoted. in Appendix 5,
. Lecky and VJright, Ibid ..
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• .. • • Last year the amount spent by the
archdiocese to meet the deficit for the cost
of the education of inner-city children 'vas
$1,279,000. This figure was added to all the
direct exp·enditures o:f local parishe$ and
individuals ..
.. • • ., 'Reparations' and 'collective guilt'
are highly controversial concepts. Nevertheless,
it is clear that a good society has the responsibility to develop equitable and adequate political,
social, and economic opportunities for all its
people.. In the light of history, there is a
particular responsibility tOltTard the black people.
In this area, the Church has made persevering
efforts to form consciences, to change attitudes

g_

------~anu"'-----t-u-promot-e----eff---e--c~r-~gi:-sl-at--i--&-n-.---N'l:i-Ch--mexe,-~--~----

remains to be done; vle shall continue to -vrork
with all Church members to1vard the achievement
of these ends.
The Church's Cl.eep concern stems from the· very
heart of the message of Jesus, most recently
reaffirmed in the ,110rds of the Second Vatican
Council: 'the right to have a share of earthly
goods sufficient for oneself and one's family
belongs to everyone' (Pastoral Constitution on
Church in T1oc1e~n World, n .. 69).2?
The Roman Catholic Church of

Ne\'1

York c1ic1. not meet any of

the demancls of Mr. Forman, nor did any other Roman Catholic
archdiocese or diocese in the United States.
other archdioceses \•!ere directly involved:
Chicago ..

And only tv10
St. Louis and

In the capitol of Missouri, on June·11, Cardinal J.

J., Carberry had \•mrned against

11

p1anned interference \'lith

church services 11 or a series of protests that would take on
various forms of uniqueness, like spitting in the communion
cup..

Cardinal Carberry rejected what he called the blackmail

2 7 11 Response of the Archdiocese, May 21, 1969, 11 as quoted
in Appendix 5, Ibid .. ; also based upon written communication
between Cardinal Cooke's secretary, Honsignor Eugene Clark, and
the writer, March 13, 1972.

demands of the Manifesto and declared that the archdiocese
11 \'Iould not condone planned church interruptions or tolerate
blasphenmous threats against the Sacrament of Communion. 1128
In Chicago on May 18 Herman Holmes of the BEDC made
the Manifesto known to John Cardinal Cody's staff; the
Archdiocese

The

~d

On

asked for

$~5

to

t~7

million, but there \vas
no response from the Cardinal or his stafr. 2 9
\•ras

Pres;y:terian Church in u .. s. A..
r1ay 15, 1969, James Forman addressed the Assembly

of the United Presbyterian Church.

He demanded

~p80

million

for the IFCO as the United Presbyterian share in implementing
the Black Manifesto; 60% of the income from the stocks, bonds,
and other investments; proceeds from denominational investments in South Africa, and extensive land holdings in Southern
s t a t es .. 30.
The Assembly had invited Forman to speak.
a committee and appointed Dr .. Gayraud

s.

It set up

Wilmore, Jr. as

chairman of Division of Church ana. Race Board of National
Missions, United Presbyterian Church, U..

s ..

A., (UPCUSA)..

The

committee wrote a lengthy response to the demands of the
28 rJecky and \vright, "A Chronology, 11 .Q__-q_o .9i t., p.. 166 ..
2 9Ibid., p. 160. Also based on a telephone conversation bet1·reen John Cardinal Cody of Chicago and the \'Iriter,
April 3, 1973.
3°Early Tracy, "Betty Thompson Chronicles the Black
Manifesto Debate," ~c~i-.g_<_:d Press St:_rvice, July 10, 1969,
p. 14 ..
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Manifesto .. ·However, it was through

the~Moderator

of the

General Assembly, the_Reverend George E. Sweazey, that a
response was made by way of a letter to pastors and members
of the UPCUSA, since no commitment was made at the General
Assembly in San Antonio..

The Reverend Bt-.reazey stated that

there was much publicity made of Mr. Forman's speaking to
the Assembly at San Antonio, but that the Assembly did not
adopt any authorization of any demand maa.e by Forman.

He

further stated that the Assembly was sympathetic to the
cause of the black man and of abolishing poverty and racism,
and promised prayers and faithfulnesso

In particular to the

content of the Manifesto, the letter stated:
We believe that 'l.'lle must do the authors ·

of the Black Hanifesto the courtesy of assum-ing that they meant what the worc1s say. When
we do that Y.Te must and 'lrJe do reject much that
is in the document: its Marxist ideology; its
rejection of the church; its calls for violence
and for the overthrow of our government; its
design for interfering "'ith services of v.JOrship
and the taking over of church property; and. its
threatening demand for so-called reparations~
'l'hese are all out of harmony v.Ji th our Christian
understanding of life, particularly as expressed
in the Confession of 1967: 'The life, death,
resurrection, and promised coming of Jesus
Christ has set the pattern for the chu:t:'ch' s mission~
The church follO\'IlS this pattern in the
form of its life and in the method o.f its action.'
(Par. 9.32, 9~33)
Nevertheless, the very existence of the Black
Manifesto adds to the frightful evidence of
intolerable inequities in American society and
reveals the bitterness of those 'l.'!ho despair of
our affluent nation to correct the \llorsening
plight-of the poor makes the current crisis daily
more explosive. As citizens, we are all required
to set nevi standards in government, in business,
and in human relations. As Christians , \ve shall
respond not out of fear or in ans\'ller to pressure

-- -·-·-- --

-~~-~---------------------

------

--------·-------------

:;a
but out of love and in obedience to our Lord.3l
In a more official response by the UPUSA the General
Assembly referred to responding positively to the Kerner
Report, that the crisis of racial injustice was increasing
sharply, that society was inhumane to poor people's needs,
that -v1hi tes were complacent, and that Forman li.lte all prophets
was

disturbing~

As the official statement declared:

· --·

We do not agree with all their methods
anuolack m~J.IO-rtvl~~~-----±d-errs-and-pru-gram-s:-.;c.,~~~~~~~~~~
Our concern is to hear through their pleas the
call of·Christ, and where possible to identify
with them in their hope and to work with them
toward a more human future for all men. We do
this not from fear but from love. To do less
is to reject the Lord.
The 18lst General Assembly reaffirms its
basic position and rejects the concept of two
societies within our nation and recommits itself
to work for one society with many diverse parts
functioning as one people under God with mutual
respect for one another; rejects the use of
violence in any form and recommits itself to the
non-violent solution to the problems of the
nation and the world; rejects the id.ea of the
violent overthrow of OU.t' government and reaffirms
its faith in the democratic process of government
while acknowledging its imperfections.
In this light the 181st General Assembly has
accelerated existing programs and takes new steps
toward securing these ends, such as: land loans
and grants for economic development, and a nevt
fund to be used in depressed areas and among
depressed peoples.
Let it be clear that it is our intention, by
the carrying out of these programs, that 111e set
in motion the means whereby these friends v1ill
assume·control of their own lives in their own
communities in their own ~my.. Indeed, to aid to
the extent of the church's capabilities·~-the full

~----L.Qrown

3~George Sweazey, "A Letter from the I1oderator About
the General Assembly," P1;:e~.~pian Lj.f~h June 15, 1969, po 5.
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establishment of human dtgnity.3 2
The General Assembly did vote to conduct a campaign to raise
$50 million for the poor, give .some church-owned lands in New

Mexico to Mexican-Americans, and give $100,000 to IFCo.33
In a letter mailed May 21, 1969, to Presbyterians
around the country, moderator of the Assembly Sweazey offered
a summation of the meeting plus these words:
The General Council, therefore, assigned
time on the docket to hear James Fu:rnrar.r,--the-------c---~
militant leader of the new National Black
Economic Development Conference. This invitation in no way implied any approval of
Mr. Forman's program and methods or of the
mover. This manifesto obviously contains much
that is impossible and much to which our church
must be unalterably opposed .. , But James Forman
is at the present time the most disturbing
critic of the churches from the extreme militant
point of viewo We needed to bear him, to listen
thoughtfully to him, to t?J. to und.erstand what
he represents.. • • ,. His LForman 1 ?.] coming makes
it possible that some will understand the most
creative actions of the Assembly as occasioned
by the dernancls of the Black I•Ianifesto or as taken
hastily in fear.. The fa.0t is that no church money
is being put into funds which are under the control
of l"lr., Forman's group. The Assembly did what it
did through its own channels and in its own waye 34
.~h~ A!J!~-~~ica:!l; BEl;E_t_i~t

.co,nventiol!

.James Forman made an appearance at the American Baptist
32 official Statement of Response by the General Assembly
of the United Presbyterian Church in. the U.S.A., San. .Antonio,
Texas, May 21, 1969, quoted in T~, June 1, 1969 pp. 8-9.
33Kay Longcope,. "UPCUSA at San Antonio: A Denomination
Responds," .!.~120, June l, 1969, p. 8.
34 sweazey, ~9,q~ ci~.
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Convention gathering in Seattle, \1/ashiri.gton, on May 17, 1969.
He· appeared before the annual meeting and d.emanded $60 million
and 60% of the Convention's income from investments.
Dr~

Thomas Kilgore, Jr., president of the Convention, stated

that the original figure of $500 million demanded by Forman
in the Manifesto "''as not an unrealistic figure, but that he
did not agree

\~ith

Mr .. Forman's tactics and the v1ord

11

repara-

Kilgore agreed \'Jith the demands which Forman was making.
The Convention did not vote any money for Mr .. Forman, although
the Seattle meeting did try to come to grips i'Tith the specific
proposals made by Forman.35
The Executive Committee of the General Council
grappled •,.;i th the demands of Mr.. Forman and the demands
of' their ovrn consciences..

They saw the language of the

Manifesto as offensive; the Executive Committee rejected the
violent ideology, affirmed its belief that all men were
-created equal before God, declared that \vhite society has
created tvm separate systems and structures, made it clear
that

11

reparations" to Baptists carried the interpretations

- 36
of atonement;.,

--·-·-·-35Based upon vJritten correspondence bet\,Jeen Kathleen
Singer, Administrative Assistant to the General Secretary of
the American Baptist Convention, and the \•Triter, September 5,
1972o Enclosed vJithin the letter was a t 1,•To-page statement by
the Executive Committee of the General Council, i'·Thich is the
governing body of this religious denomination. The enclosure
vms dated. June 13, 1969, and "~:ras prefaced by Ed1'1in Tuller,
General Secretary of the American Baptist Convention.
36Ibisl ..

l~l

The Executive Committee of the General Council of
the American Baptist Convention also made it clear that all
Baptists should make a commitment to God and Jesus Christ
to rid our society of inequities.

They pledged themselves

as:
..
o
•
•
.. reconciling agents in the freeing
of the vast resources of this country, both
spiritual and material, tovmrd correcting the
inequities perpetrated on the non-white peoples
------Gi'--tJl-i-s_laT'l.iLJl.,v white deom,=i=n=a=-=t---e---=d~s---=o=---c---=i=-=a=-=l=-,,___.Po:__0~]=-_1=-·t~J=-·-c=-a=.=l!_,________
and economic structuresG~I

It "'as clear• that Baptists must confess to a sense of guilt
for having destroyed the equality of men.

The Executive

Committee referred to the \.•Tide-spread, deep-rooted racism
among American Baptists as among all Americans..

As the

Executive Committee stated in its letter to the American
Baptist Constituency:
\'le \•rould do \•1911 to recogniz.e in the present
challenge of black leadership an opportunity to
begin to replace guilt and hostility with freedom
and peace, not as shibboleths applied to a s;ystem,
bu-1:; as mature insights in our own very souJ..,58
.

Further, this Executive Committee recommended to its
Constituency that the ideology and rhetoric of the Black
Manifesto be rejected, -v·1hile suggesting that all Christians
ought to give thanks to God for Forman's call to repentance,
restoration and reconciliation; it also considered re-evaluation

37Ibid.
38 Ibid ..

of long-standing programs and priorities in the fields of
education, community development, and investment.

The

Executive Committee calleo. upon all American Baptist churches

~-

to give first priority to material and spiritual resources
that \'lOUld help eliminate racial injusticeo
~Aecutive

Finally, the

Committee summed up the Church's role:

This country is engaged in a great struggle,
a struggle for freeclom in the truest sense of
~~~~~~~~r~~~-&~~~a-ha~~a-~n~~~~~ol~-t~pJ~EQ~.----------------

in this confrontation.. We must maintain our ovm
integrity as a free institution in society; no
people ca.n ever gain their freedom at the expense
of the freedom of others., But the democratic
processes of this nation must be made to \IJOrk,
and this can only happen if vie make an immediate
commitm5:~t to establish a ne\-v equality of all
people.?
!fle Uni.ted

rll_Q_-t~s:t;_Chu~ch

Supporters of James

l~'orman

held a sit-in in the offices

of the United Methodist Board of Missions on May 21, 1969, in
Ne\'T

York City..

They agreeo. to hold a special meeting of its

Executive Committee on May 26 to consider the black demands
of the Manifesto.

The demands ·were similar to those presented

to other church bodies..

Those members of the Board who met

in the Interchurch Center in Nevr York City on May 21, 1969,
asked that the Board

allo~rJ

the BEDC $750,000 in the next

fiscal year, grant the BEDC 60% of its annual income from
investments, and raise over $1 million for specified causes. 40

39lli.£ ..
L~O

Tracy, £12 ..

ill·, p.. 14 ..
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hven before Mr .. Forman presented the Manifesto document
in Detroit, April, 1969, the Unit eel Methodist Church had. been
working on a series of programs for racial equality.

The

Black Methodists for Church ReJ.iewal had already shown its
strength as a well-coordinat;ed caucus successful in a number
of program thrusts during the 1968 General Conference of the
United Methodist Church. 41
On !'<lay 26 the Executive Committee of the Board of

Missions met and rejected the BEDC

demands~

The Board proposed

its ovm program of a possible $1 .. 3 million for economic empowerment for blacks to be controlled by six black bishops and black
personnel.

The Executive Committee of the Board .of Missions

voted to give $300,000 immediately and to seek another $1
million when the full Board met in Boston in October.

All the

money was to be.spent for economic empowerment of black peopleo

42

However, a \•lider-based United Methodist response to
the demands of the r1anifesto began developing from a meeting
of officers and executives of several General Boards and
Agencies :i.n June in

'.tlash.ington~

D. Co

The lea(lers \•Jere summoned.

by the Commission on Religion and Race and adopted a statement
acknO\'lledging that the Manifesto and the NBEDC have "become
subjects of concern.. .. .. • and the IVianifesto both in its
1

nThis statement is based on information in the Journal
2!'~ !he Secon<l_!"Q!ill.al.Ji~eti,ng pf the )?pard .of.J:lig,s~oP..?.. PQ-heQp.itf?.d~1odi,st _9.fl_ur.ch,October 23-31, 1969, Appendix ~· rrRacism
and I'1inority bn1po1Herment," pp. 70-71.
42
"A Chronology of the Racial Crisis ana. Some Responses, 11
DaJ.-J~y- Ch..:."Ij.stian Advoca~e, April 23, 1970 ~ p., 168 ..

~~-

----~~-~~--------------
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ideology and its economic dimensions raises issues that expose
us to new responsibilities to understand the crises in our
nation. ~3
111

Specifically, the leaders' statement:

1~
Urged all United Methodist boards and
agencies to reorder priorities so substantial
funds and resources may be made available for
economic and community development under leadership of black peopleo
2.. Called on the Council of Bishops to call
a special session at the earliest possible date
to lead the church in a meaningful understanding

------------.~f--aa«~~~&n&e-~-i~~l~4~~~-on£-of~;ne~~c~~---------------------

Manifesto ..
3. Hecommended that the Program Council, in
co-operation with the Board of I1issions, the
Board of Christian Social Concerns~ and the
Commission on Race and Religion, assemble a
statement of facts regarding the Black t11anifesto,
the IJ.i'CO that the material may be distributed
church-wide, and that the Program Council promote stuo.y and discussion of the material in
every local church~
4~
Urged local churches and annual conferences to reorder their financial and program
priorities in all meeting agendas so that these
issues may be dealt ".'lith this summer$
We take this action in keeping with the
actions of the General Conference of 1968 and
expect this response to te made through struc1.~
tures and programs of the United Nethodist Church. 4

On October 23-27, 1969, the Board of Missions met
in Boston, Massachusetts, ancl decided. to allocate 1H .. 3
million to alleviate the U. S. racial crisis; it earmarked
~~300,000

to the IFCO..

~~550,000

was to be given to five

r-1ethodist-sponsored. black colleges in the South:
Paine, Houston-Tillotson, and Bennett.,

43 John I.Jovelace,

Hust, Clark,

A special program on

The Black .fvlanifesto, A Special
Christian Advocate NeVJsfeature, 11 Thq_phristian ~dvQ.Q..ate,
July 10, 1969, p. 3.
44-Ibid ..
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racism of the \vorld Council of Churches \'Jas given $100,000
and $50,000 i'lent to the National Committee of Black Churchmen,
and $25,000 to the Black Methodists for Church Renewal; the
Women • s Division also vo·l;ed to give $20,000 to the Black
Methodists for Church Renewal. 4 5
The Board also voted to join the Board of Education
in seeking to raise $2 million for 13 Methodist black colleges.
other major actions included:

1) approving a program for fur-

loughed missionaries to orient them to the black revolution,
2) adoption of a $1 million program to train and employ black

community developers as assistants to black pastors to relate
churches more closely to their neighborhoods. 46
In a report on Racism.

~p.d

Minority

EmpO"~;t_e_rment,

the

Board made these final comments:
The history of the American experiment reveals
that most minority groups have had to achieve pmver
in order to gain initial equality of opportunity.
This opportunity, once realized, has provided the
threshold from which such groups have gone on to the
achievement of 1-·rider participation in society.. The
cur~ent emphasis on empO\•Terment, self-reliance, and
separatism may be seen as a temporary but essential
element in facilitating further minority group participation. Separatism is not a goal in this instance .
but a phase in a process of moving tovmrd a fuller
community ..
The tasks vThich emerge for the Church in this
situation are tNofold: first, i·~e should support the
processes by means of which minority groups achieve
the power to create a place of dignity in the community; and secondly, vre need a goal toward which a
truly pluralistic society can move. It is not

i.J-5 11 Mission and Reconciliation: Information for Delegates,"
pp.i_ly Chri.s..:.~.i~~' April 23, 1970, p. 167 ..
l~ 6 Ibid ..
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sufficient for the Church to reject separatism,
a coneept quickly embraced by both white racists
and e?ack nationalists~ We must show a better
way.
T~~-~nite~ Q~urch

of Christ

On June 3, 1969, demands of the Manifesto were made
known to the United Church of Christ (UCC).

The demands

included $130 million for a black university, a UCC-related
-------·~Tm1galoo Colle~

Appeal.

Mississippi, and $10 million for Black

President Ben Mohr Herbster bad no response.

On

June 11, 1969, Forman and his followers came to the 16thfloor of the Interchurch Center, the UCC's Board of World
Ministries, and occupied the offices, took over use of the
equipment on behalf of the NBEDC..

The UCC staff members were

allowed on the floor and during the two days of occupation, the
UCC shared information with the occupiers about the nature and·
scope of the board's work in Rhodesj_a, South Africa, and Asia.
T.he occupation was disciplined, non-violent, and

.

construct~ve.

'+8

On June 13, 1969, Forman and his people were asked to
leave the premises.

He did so with the knowledge that the

UCC "\ITOUld take his demands seriously. LJ-9

The UCC would answer

Forman more formally and concretely during their General
Synod 12 days later.
On that first day of the Synod of the UCC, James Forman

---------4 7Journal o:f the Board of Missions of the United
------~------~---M~~thod_i~~' 1.2£. "cit:-·-

48Tracy~ .212• cit. p. 15.
49Jbi<!·
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spoke to the assembled delegates.

After an introduction by

Edwin R. Edmonds, chairman of the United Church Ministers for
Racial and Social Justice, Forman, described by Edmonds as the
"distinguished prophet o.f our time," expressed his appreciation on behalf of the NBEDO for the opportunity to speak. '
Forman also made it clear that the spirit of capitalism is
contrary to the spirit of Christianity and asked the assembled

to comply with the first nine demands of the Manifesto.

He

also stated that the UCO, a two-million member Church, should
pay $140 million in "reparations" to underwrite such projects

as:

black printing presses, a black university, black radio

and TV networks, and a Southern land bank for cooperative
.farms.5°
The Synod reacted to his demands and to his challenge.

A group of UCC members sparked by .Albert Cleage led a movement
of posi·t;ive response to the Manifesto.5 1
the delegates.

Forman had polarized.

And when 120 whites and blacks took over the

platform and rearranged the black letters of the massive backdrop on stage to read ·Qntied Church o£ Christ, the Synod·
recessed while the Executive Council brought about a
The compromise consisted in:

compromise~

making the UCO Committee for

Racial Justice a permanent church commission with a voting
majority of black churchmen with a budget i.n excess of $500,000

.5°James Huffman, "Black Threats Move United Church of
Chris•G.," Chr~_st,i.an_!t;y T9q~z, July 18, 1969~ Pe 36.,
51~.

48

a year, initial informational studies by appropriate agencies
about UCC's cooperation in the establishment of a black university, establishing a southern land bank and black publishing and printing industries, initiating a new decision-making
process for investmenJc policies in which black members of
the UCO be given a share· of responsibility, and. finally,
urging that all denominational funds be wi t;hdra\m from finan-

----~c~~in~t~vxJLans-doing_bnsi~Ehqs_yJ~ So~u~t~h~A!~r.~.i=c~a~.5_2_.__________________
Ho-v1ever, President Ben Herbster on Jun.e

26~

-1969,

stated to the General Synod:.
I think a \vord may be in place here concerning
the Manifesto of the National Black Economic
Development Conference.. I vrant i t to be clearly
understood that I will have no trucl\: with the basic
philosophy that is behi.nd this Manifesto. The
Administrative Committee has expressed its judgment
very cogently in a. let·~er to Mr.. ]'orman and I agree
with that judgment:
While we share your concern for racial and
social justice, \'le do not share the ideology
expressed in your introduction to the Black
Man:i.festo given at the meeting of the NEEDC in
Detroite The statement which anticipates
'revolution \·Jh1.ch \v:i.ll be an armed confrontation and. lo:n.g years of sustained guerilla
warfare inside this country' is offensive to a
Church commj_·t;ted to human brotherhood.•
The Uni.JGed Church of Christ \oJill continue
to commit financial support end leadership to
programs directed to the realization of justice
and freedom for all people. As in the past,
these resou.l""ces will be channelled through the
agencies of the Churcha
Therefore, the Administrative Committee on
behalf of the United Church of Christ, declines
to meet the demands you make upon. it.
5 2Telfer Mook, "Forman at 475: ~Jhat Happened and
\-lhati' s Ahead, 11 l!n~t,.£.d. Q.hurch Heral~, September, 1969, ppe 34-35·
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You and I must not allow any irritation of
our own blind us to.the.fact that the religious
bodies in America, the Christian churchin America,
and the United Church of Christ need to do much
more concerning the crisis than what we are doing.
We must never lose sight of the fact that after
James Forman and the 'l"lanj.festo' are long forgotten
we are going to have this problem with us: the problem of inequality, of injustice, of unequal opportunity. This is the important thing and to this the
Church must address itself.53
On the closing day of the General Synod, President-

satisfaction with the progress the Synod made in the fields
of Vietnam, amnesty, and the black man.

He remarked that the .

Synod had made a significant effort and start toward giving ·
black men power within the UCC, and toward giving black selfdeterminati~n. 54 · He proposed a day of reconciliation and.
ended by quoting Matthew 5:23,24:
If you are about to offer your gift to God
at the altar and there you remember that your
brother has something against you, leave your
gift there in front of the altar and go at once
to make peace with your brother; then come back
and offer your gift to God.
The Reformed Church in

Americ~

The General Synod of the Reformed Church in America
(RCA) met in New Brunswick, New Jersey, on June 6, 1969.

James

53nrnterrobangs," an address by President Ben Herbster,
June 26, 1969, quoted in the I1inutes of the Seventh General
S;y:Qod, United Church of Christ, Boston, l"lassachusetts, June 25July 2, 1969, PP• 193-194.
54 "The President~Elect's Address to the Closing Session-The Rev Y. Moss, Jr. , " July 2, 1969, ~iml:'ti~.~:!_ o..f.. ~.he Seventh
General Synod, United Church of Christ, June:25-July 2, ~'
:PPo 253-254o
9
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Forman was there to address the gathering and explainE;Jd to
RCA the demands of the NBEDC.

He gave reasons and justifi-

cations for the demands of the Manifesto and listed some of
the projects that would be established throughthe financial
demands.

Some of the demands were already made known to other

church bodies, but there were some additions.
1.
owned.

He demanded:

That Southern land banks be cooperatively

--------~~~-2e

That four major publishing houses inside
the unr-t ed-:::lt-ai:.\3-s-be-1-ee-a-t-sd----iD_Lo_s____Ange 1 es
Atlanta, Detroit, and New York CityG
-----~--------------------3. That there be black-controlled TV stations.
4. That a research skill center be formed for
blacks ..
5. That a school for community involvement be
-started to train blacks in TV and radio repair.
6. That 1no million be made available to \'IOrk
vJith recipients' rights.
7~
That $20 million be established for a
National Black Labor Strike and Defense Fund.
· 8. That a United Black :A;opeal be· f'ormedo
9. That a black university be established.55

Mro Forman also spoke of the press conference that had been
held earlier at the Church's headquarters in the Interchurch
Center at 4'75 Riverside, New York City, and of the three
demands made of the Reformed Church at that time:
1. ~o implement the demands of the Manifesto
·vrhich calls for the creation of four major publishing houses inside the United Stateso
2. To demonstrate good faith in its intentions
to help in the implementation Qf the demands of the
Manifesto.
3. !. list of assets, real-estate holdings, unrelated
business items, pension funds and Southern investment
policies, and negotiation of what should be clonated to
the conference~56

55 11 Report on Response to the Black Manifesto, 11 from filinutes
p:f tp.e 1969. Q.ene_ral Sm_o"SL_ of the Reformed Church in America, p .. 98 ..
5Sibid., p ..

99.

51.
There

\ITaS

a referral of Forman's demands to the

Committee of Reference, \'rho in turn appointed an Ad Hoc
Committee which included some members of the General Synod
Executive Committee, and some members of the Standing
Committee on the General Progi'am Council, and some black
delegates.

The report of this Ad Hoc Committee brought this

response:
It is a fact of history that the times of
· greatest human progress have been tn.-e--t±me-s---oi'~-------~-~
greatest upheaval. We have in these more recent
days been made more aware than ever before that
we are in the midst of a period of cataclysmic
upheaval when we are being shaken to the very
foundations and our Christian faith. ·
The appearance before this General Synod of
Mr. Jrunes Forman and some of his associates of
the National Black EconomicDevelopment Conference,
the liberation of our denominational headquarters,
the private conversations some of our_ people have
had vvith him, have brought us to a nev..r and far
deeper understanding of the .suffering and denial
of manhood that vast members of our citizens have
experienced. 57
The rest of the response contained thanks to Mr. Forman
f'or making God's will _knovm through the \vhite-black confrontation of justice, thanking God for His unexpected manners of
speaking to the Reformed Church in America, asking for reconciliation \•lith one's brothers,· seeing their black brothers in
Christ in a deeper light, opening ne\IJ avenues which made the
Reformed Church in America mvare of the plight of the black
man in America, and finally, for sending blacks to the General
Synod so that the members of the Reformed Church in America

5712id., pp. 99-100.
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could love them.5 8
The Ad Hoc Committee made several "confessions" in
connection with the response to Forman's demands:

1) a

false pride in their relationships with God and their relationships 'lrdth their brothers, 2) ineptness to carry out practical ·
responses to grave injustices, 3) the wrong use of economic~,

4) feeling too secure and comfortable \'lhile blacks had been
denied identity, 5) trust in their own programs more than the
people; manipulating people to push for\vard their own program,

6) that as regards racism they \'Tere sinners. 59
Finally, the Ad Hoc

Gommitte~

made· the following

observations, recommendations, and decisions at the end of
the report:
V.le reject f1r. Forman's ideology, plans, and
tactics with the projected use of force, treading
on the rights of other peoples \'rith respect to the
dignity of the individual or other organizations.
Such statements and behaviour on the part of the
NBEDC are evident that its members desire to use
themselves and their goals the very methods \•Thich
they condemn the white community for having used.
Having awakened to the injustices r..ve have helped
to shape, we deplore such methods no matter vJho
uses them.
V.Jhile \ve firmly disagree \vith the ideology
f1r .. Forman espouses, as \vell as his tactics, vie
do recognize that the injustices to which he
points are real.. We Christians have pm·Ter; this
f1r. :B,orman has amply demonstrated. Vle must
indiviclually and collectively take concrete action
to help resolve injustices so that the Black Man
can stand up and affirm in truth, 'I, too, am a
man!', sharing fully in his mvn ·self-determination
even as do we.

58 Ibid., p. 100.
59Ib"d
~ . , p. 101.
·.:-
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Having expressed our gratitude to God for \~Jhat
He has Q.one and havip.g tried to express honestly
our sin, this confrontation has made us see that
the central issue in.self-determination is the power
to make the decisions vJhich affect one's Oi'm life.
Within the Church, decision-making structures are so
dominated by the presence, attitudes, values and
trad.itions of the white people, that only by a
planned restructure can minority groups have the
ability to make decisions vital to their own communities, and the congregations to \<Thich they belong.
A variation on this theme is the question of hmll
black pers::ms in ecclesiastical authority are chosen ..
Presbyterian church government calls for persons to
elect their m'm representatives. Our hope and }ntent:t.on :t.s that a portion of~ne denominat-ional-trust--e"e--=-=-------ship be placed d~re?tly under the stewards~ip of ?ur
black brothers w:t.th:t.n the Reformed. Church 1.n Amer:t.ca. 60
Then, the Ad Hoc: Committee sent 12 recommendations
.for the General Synod's adoption and-approval concerning the
ramifications of the Manifesto's demands.

Five of the more

important ones \'Jere:
lD That the General Synod re-affirm its urban
priority as expressed in the Action of General
Synod, 1968, and extend it to the total program
of' the Church v1ith special focus on race relations
and ministry with minorities, and that this General
Synod instruct each unit to.report on implementation
of this priority to the General Synod of 1970 ..
2. That the General Synod imme<1iat ely create a
special fund of' $100,000 to be disbursed according
to the decisions of the Black Council for the Program
of General Synod, and that this be referred to the
GSEC for source of funds., (Recommendation /f.LI-)
3. That in both ne"ltT and current program activity
relating to minority groups every effort be made to
transfer the power of decisions to minority groups.
(Recommen<1ation f/6)
L~.
Vle note that the Interchurch Center is located
in close proximity to some of the ghettos of New York
City. It therefore should be a center of direct ministry as well as a center for directing ministries elsewhere.. For example, the building contains much valuable
60 Ibide, pp. 1Ql-102o
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equipment which could be useful for those ghetto
neighbors \'Jho choose to acquire operating skills
'\•Thich \vould be useful in obtaining employment.
(Recommendation #7)
5.. That th~ General Program Council be instructed
to proceed immediately to develop gui.delines for local
church action and to develop such further interpreta...;
tive task forces as may be deemed feasible.
(Recommendation #12)61
The Ad Hoc Committee urged the adoption of all 12 recommendations and added that the recommendations proposed \'lOuld also

and the 12 recommendations of the Committee vms adopted \'Jith..
t.lng vot e. 62
out one d lssen
In summary, the responses from the eight denominations
and the NCC to the demands of the Black I'1anifesto could be
described as follows:

. . . ..
. ... . . ..
. . . . ..

1 ..

The Episcopal Church • • • • • • • •. "'

.. Negative

2.,

The National Council of Churches •

• Negative

3 ..

The Lutheran Church in America • •

4.

The Roman Catholic Church. • •
(The Archdioceses of Ne;,v York,
Chicago, and St .. Louis)

5 ..

The United Presbyterian Church in
the U., S., A.

6.,

The American Baptist Convention

7.,

The United Methodist Church

8.

The United Church Christ • • •

9 ..

The Reformed Church in America •
61

62

Ibi~., pp. 102-104.
Ibid. ' p" 104.

•.

. ..

•

..

"

• • • • • • • Negative

•

.

G

•

0

•

0

•

.
.

• Negative

•.•

.

. . .. Negative
•

•• Negative

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

• • • • • •

.

. • Positive

0

• • Negative
Negative
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The explanation of the classifications "positive"
and "negative 11 will be examined in the next chapter, as
well as the reasons for the responses made by those specific
denominations discussedo

CHAPTEH 4

A CLASSIFICATION .AND AN

ANALYSIS

OF THE CHURCHES 1 RESPONSES TO THE ·11ANI:B1 ESTO

Chapter 3 described the churches' responses to the
Manlfesto.

The religious groups challenged by Forman

Chapter 4 will set forth an analysis by classifying

States~

the responses and by. evaluating each ty-pe of response.

The

ahapter \-rill conclude with a brief statement suggesting
points for further study.
1!he chur'6.h.es' responses to the Manifesto may be
classified as negatlve and positive.

They were identified

as negative because of linguistic and ideological disapproval.
They were identi!ied as positive because of a constructive
approach.
NEGNI.'IVE RESPONSES

Shortly after the Manifesto \'las made public to the
white press (not previously represented at the Conference),

it was stated by Stephen Rose:
As a nation we have never adequately made
recompense to bla.cks for the years of slavery
and degradation. Nor has white society been
willing to recognize and repair the damage it is
doing to blacks j_n the cities., And j_t is precisely
the missionary task of. the church-as a leaven-to
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do what the society leaves undone, not in order
to become a substitute for the Government, but
rather to symbolize_ the way ahead for the world. 1
One of the tasks facing the churches during the 1960's
was the establishment of racial justice.

And several questions

were being asked of the churGhes by Mr. Forman and other
socially conscious blacks:
they theologize?.

Would white churches act more than

Would white churches admit their guilt in

racism? . Would white churches and their members be willing to
make restitution to the black community for past wrongs?
This last question was at the very core o.f the Black Manifesto. ·
Most churches formally challenged· by l!,orman and the Manifesto
re.sponded negatively to this question.

Whether conscious or

unconscious, the negative attitude was worded in such a way

as. "to give reasons for not listening to those who believe
they have a just grievanceo"·2
The negative responses of the white Christian churches
may be considered from two perspevtives: linguistics, and
ideology.

Some churches balked at the fiery language, while

ot;hers shot'ied their displeasure with the

11

un-American;n

"demonic," and ..Marxist philosophy."
Ling-qi st.?.:£!?.
The Episcopal Church, the Lutheran Church in .America,
and the Roman Catholic Church (the Archdiocese of New York)
1stephen Rose, "Reparation Nowl" Renewal, June, 1969,

P• 14.
2wal ter Stuhr, 11 Confrontationl Nev1 Tactics Pose New
Problems for Churches," .TI.l,e_],utl}~!:~' June 18, 1969, P• 12.
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serve as good examples of those churches which rejected
the Manifesto upon the grounds of linguistics.
·~he

Episcopal Church.

In its special meeting called

South Bend/69, the Episcopal Church reaffirmed its commitment
to the principle of self-determination for minority groups.
The Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church, John Hines,
probably best described the rejection of the Manifesto by
the Oonventiono

The Convention rejected the Manifesto

because its language was Marxist, yiolent, un-democratic,
frenetic, revolutionary, ant:t-Semi tic, anti-Christian,
and destructivec~
The Lutheran Church in America.

The Lutheran Church

in America objected to the Manifesto, its demands, and in
particu\ar its language.

The Executive Committee of the

Church proposed to develop financial and social programs to
·benefit blacks and determined to promote human dignity and
equal opportunityo

However, the Lutheran Church in America

rejected the demands because the language was nseditious," ·
inflamed, and filled with hate. 4

3Taken from Comment, Christian Advocate, June 12, 1969,
. p. 2-7. Cf. also the nThe Key Resolutions, rr-fhe Epi§.£Opali811,
October, 19'69, P• 7o
4 "Churches Reject 'Seditious' Theme of Black Manifesto,"
The Lutheran, August 28, 1969, P• 26o
=w~
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~ Rolr!~_9atholic .. Ch~,£ch

!'!~¥

York)..

(the 4,;rchdiocese of. .

The staff of' Cardinal Cooke of New Yo.rk responded

to Mr. Forman's demands in an unsigned letter.

The·letter

explained that the Archdiocese already had "donated" $5,764-,000
to the disadvantaged of New York and that the Church was
deeply concerned with "some of the aspirations of the black
people."5

The letter concluded with a reference to the

Second Vati·can C01.mcil' s position on social justice, recalling
~

that everyone has a right to earthly goods sufficient for
one's family. 6

But the Archdiocese could.not accept the

word nreparations" nor the belief that the Roman Catholic.
Church had to make any financial recompense.

According to

.the staff of Cardianl Cooke, the word ."reparations" was very
controversial due to its connection with collective guilto
Finally, the Archdiocese believed that the rhetoric of the
Manifesto was Marxist and contrary to the

11

American way of

life."?
In addition to these negative linguistic responses,
there

'\'I ere

also negative ideological responses \"vhich are

discussed in the .following paragraphs ..
~log;!:'.§.!i~egy

,.and the ManJfesto

Five religious bodies reacted neg·atively to the
demands of the Manifesto because of its ideology:
··~

its

· - - . . . , !oO"'M''II

511 Response of the Archdiocese, May 21, 1969," as
quoted in Appendix 5 of Lecky and Wright, eds., Black
Manifesto (New York: Sheed and Ward, Inc., 1969), pp .. 144-145.
6ill§;. ..

7.:£bid.
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Marxist philosophy; its rejection of the church; its basic
call for violence and for the overthrow of the government
of the United States; and its threatening demands for
reparations.

These bodies were:

The National Council of

Churches (NCO), the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.,·
the American Baptist Conventfon, .the United Church of Christ,
and the Re.formed Church in America.

the General Board of the NCO recommended

~iving

$500,000

to the Interreligious Fotindation for Community Organization.
and the National Committe.e of Black Churchmen, it stated
that it was aware of the grievances of black people, but
rejected the ideology o.f the Manifes.to..

The NCC also pledged

its support to bring about self-determination powers for
blacks at a General Board meeting in September.

But when

the General Assembly of the NCO met in November at Detroit,
there was no mention of any resolution concerning racial
justice as it affects black Americans, much less the issue
of reparations to blacks.

The rejection of the Manifesto
because of its ideology did not change. 8
· ~~~-U~~ted .Pr:.~~b...yte.£tan Church in U.S.A.

The

General Assembly of the United Presbyterian Church in U.S.A.
8 "NCC's General Board Meets Again," TemQQ_,
June. l, 1969, p .. 10.
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did not adopt any authorization of any demand made by
Forman..
·and

to

It was sympathetic to the cause of the black man

the necessity of abolishing poverty and racism; it

promised prayers and faithfulness, but it rejected the
· Marx:i.st ideology and the violent philosophy contained in
the Manifesto's Introduction, e$pecially the reference to
the overthrow· of the American government.

The United

Presbyt.erians also stated that this type of philosophy was
contrary to their Ghristian understanding of life.9
The more official response by the United Presbyterians
was the General Assembly report that made it clear the church
would not respond out of fear or in answer to pressure but
out of love and in.obedience to our Lord.

The Reverend George

Sweazey, the Moderator of the General Assembly, summed up the
United Presbyterian ·en.ur"ch·'s main· ob·jection to the 1'1anifesto
when he said that the revolutionary document contained much
philosophy that was impossible and much to which his church
had to be. unalterably opposed. 10
~:QL4mctt..ric~

,B§..£!ist Convention..

When James Forman

presented his demand for $60 million and tor 60% of the
Convention's income from investments, Dr. Thomas Kilgore, J·r.,

9George Sweazey, "A Letter from the Moderator About
!:_re~bY;teri.a.Il. Lif~, June 15, 1969,

the General Assembly,"
P• 5e
lOJ.:QiA·

.

.
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president of the Convention, remarked that he did not
think that Forman's figure was tinrealistic and did not
disagree with the demands which Forman was postulating.
Yet the Convention did not vote any money for the Black
Economic Development Conference (BEDC), and considered
the Manifesto's language as offensive and its ideology as
violent.

The recommendation made by the .American Baptist

C.onvention to its Con.sti tuency was that the ideo.logy must
be rejected.

It also interestingly stated:

We must maintain our own int-e.gri ty as a
free institution in society; no people can
ever gain tbeirfreedom at the expense ofithe
·freedom of otherso But the democratic
processes of this_nation must be made to.work,
and this can only happen if we make an immediate
commitment to establish a new equality of all
people.ll
·
,file -tJnit·ed Church ·o'f Chri-st.

The United Church

of Christ tried to understand the demands of the Manifesto,
the· supporters of Forman and-the leaders of the BEDC, when
the BEDC group occupied the headquarters at 4?5 Riv0rside,
New York City, on June 3; 1969.

Although the ntake over"

was disciplined, non-violent, and constructive, the General
. , ,,.

-~

"

.

.

• ..V•

"~

,

Synod of the Church and. the Administrative Committee's
recommendation prevailed:

11Based upon a two-page statement by the Executive
Committee of the General Council of the American Baptist
Convention, June 13, 1969.

While we share your concern for racial and
social justice, we do not ~hare the ideology
expressed in your introduction ·to the Black
Manifesto. . . • • The statement, \thich anticipates
'revolution which will be an armed confrontation
and long years of sustained guerilla \'tartare.
inside this C'ountry' is offensii2 to a Church
committed to .human brotherhood.
!!_1~

RefoF!!ed C®rch

ixt_-ill!l.~·

The Reformed Church

in America confessed to its sins of racism through "internal
.conf.essions, n but external help was not given to the BEDO
because the Ad Hoc Committee of the General Synod of the
RCA rejected the

plans~

tactics, and ideology of Forman.

The Committee v1as particulary disturbed by the projected
use of force, ntreading on the rights of other peoples'
dignities.ul3 · The Committee ob;jected to the means in
reaching the goals that Forman proposed.
·The lingui·sti:e ·i-tupii·cat±on:s ·of -the Manifesto wer·e
stumbling blocks tor these three churches •. Attention in
the analysis is now given to an evaluation of the rationale
of the negative linguistic responses.

Evaluation of the Rationale
~ingt~~~i~2·

. If discussions about the demands of

the Manifesto were to take place, it was thought to be
1211 Interrobangs,n An Address by President Ben

June 26, 1969, quoted in the Minu~esaof th~
pevf;P.t.P...9:~ner~~'1".ffiod, United Church of Chr~st, Boston,
Mass., June ~5-~July~, 1969, pp. 193-194.
Herbster~

l3"Report on Response to the Black Manifesto," from
Mi11,-q_~~~fuGen2,E~l Syg.oCh 2,f the· R,eforme_£ Chu:rqh i~
!mer:~.;~,

J?P• .Lvl-.L .. •.

·
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imperative that the primary debate revolve arow1d the
principle of reparatiOns..

Yet one of the first reactions

by chti.rches was the evasion of this demand and ·opposition
to the strong nvocabulary" used in the Manifesto's
Introduction .. · Some churches totally ignored the issue of
reparations, objecting to the "unfit .language," lap.guage
that was described as "inflammat.ory," "Marxist, 11 and
"-un-Christian. 11

The need for churches to make financial

compensation ·bo blacks was not the basic issue for most
of the churches who formally responded to Forman's
Black Manifesto.
Among the immediate reactions by liberal
church leadershas been a striking tendency to
divorce the substru1ce of the Black Manifesto's
demands from its rhetoric.. The substantive
demand was for ., reparations' from the churches
amounting to $500 million to finance several
specified programs for b1ack se-lf-determination
. . . . . . The introduction, in particular,
interpreted the objectives of the Manifesto in
largely l"'arxist~Lenin terms and called, moreover,
for 'total control' of the country by black
leadership. This kind of language either had to
be ignored or repudiated by responsible church
leadership, Some leaders have been willing to
treat rhetoric simply as an attention... getting
device or as an extreme position taken by Forman
in order to make later compromise seem more
lL!reasonable. Possibly this was Forman's intentiono
The Episcopal, Lutheran, and Roman Catholic Churches
avoided the issue by merely not facing it.

l"'rs. Martin

Lu·t;her King warned leaders about such a mistake ..
14Phillip vlogaman, "Testing tbe Hhetoric of the
Black Manifesto," Christian Advocate, September 4, 1969,

Po 9•

R-

'Do not evade the issue raised by
Mr. Forman's Black Manifesto by concentrating
on the provocative method of introducing the
subject.' Mrs. King asked churchmen to hear
these demands and 'do profound thinking on
the subject of poverty and white racism before
hositility submerges rational dialogue and with
it creative solution.' This is wise counsel from
the widow of a man who warned us many times .in
the past that white Americans would one day pay
heavily for their failure to respond to the
oppression of black Americans. This affluent
nation and the churches who have prospered
within it are clearly guilty of holding back
_______.the aspirations of black men. 15
·
No matter how irritated or repelled these three
churches were concerning the language of the Manifesto, the
fundamental question of reparations was left unanswered ..
It would appear that the Churches missed the point of the
Manifesto, hoping to focus attention on a secondary
issue.
The Episcopal Church, for example, made the
reparations issue secondary by taking the rhetoric of the
Manifesto literally.

The rhetoric of the Manifesto was

not to be taken literally; it was the "talk of the times,''
and the linguistics was used to strengthen the principal
aim of the Manifesto--to acquire more economic power for
the black man. 16
1 5Taken from "Comment," Q.h_Eistian

Ady.££..?-"t:,~,

June 12, 1969, p. 2.
16Based upon a report sent to the writer by UPCUSA,
uThe Church's Response to the Black Manifesto," by Gayraud s ..
Wilmore, June 22, 1969, pp. 9-10.
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There is a jargon, a rhetoric that belongs
to radical political organizations like SDS and
to the new black nationalist movements (as well
as to the NAACP). This is not to imply that
these groups do not sometimes communicate
substantive ideas. by means of rhetoric. It is
8_
rather to say that mature observers of public
~
affairs who are familiar with the dynamics of
popular movements, whether the National
Liberation Front·or the Billy Graham Crusade,
learn how to detect and evaluate rhetoric. One
does not assume that 'bringing the nation to its
knees' anymore proves that there is a predisposition to armed revolution than 'regardless of
race. or creed' or 'law and order' proves that
there is a predisposition to justice arrd-d-e-uronracy • 1 7'-------'----~
·.

~--

Providing seed money to poverty areas and
considering a $10 million fund for the oppJ:>essed was a.
most commendable deed of the Episcopal Church, but the
church was left responding negatively to the demands of
the Manifesto because the rhetoric was

misunderstood~

The Roman Catholic Church in the Archdiocese of
New York also misunderstood or misinterpreted the language
of .the Manifesto.

This segment of the Roman Church also

evaded the issue by listing its financial contributions
of the past..

Disappointedly a representative part of the

largest single body of Christians inthe United States
did not talk with Forman, did not believe the issue of

reparations was applicable to its

~burch,

did not take

any action to make black self .... d:termination possible,

did not make every possible effort to secure social

-----------------1 7Wilmore, ~~ ~'

Po 14.
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justice and true equity for all men, because this religious
body did not see beyond the language of the Meni:festo. 18
The Lutheran Church in America charged that tbe
c;_

M:ani!esto was filled with "seditious .. language.

Such a

.~·

§

charge was a. distraction from the real issue of reparations.
For some individual Lutherans. in unofficial positions,
the path of evasion

\>HiS

ironic, because· Luther himself

believed that the Christian was truly contrite

11

\'lhen be

sought and loved to pay penalties for his sins,u that
there must be an outward show and an inward repentance
within the truly repentant Christian.

Thus the editor

of the Lutheran Forum stressed several inconsis·tencies
.

_,.....,.

L

_

..

-.....:a;r

.. about refusal to speak to the point:
The refusal of churchmen throughout the
ages to come to grips with the radical demands
of the Gospel ·has often resulted in the hawking
of cheap grace., As Dietrich Bonhoeffer defined
it, 'Cheap grace is the preaching of forgiveness
without repentance.' •• o
During the current dilemma confronting
the Church, Christians seem to be following
the course marked out by the medieval indulgence
system: the path of evasiono In tbe Black
Manifesto demands for reparation, the church
is facing its share of the guilt for the
inequities of our fathers three and four generations ago, and for our own inequitieso Are
we repentant enough of our complicity in racism
and exploitation, whether active or passive, to
acknowledge our guilt before God and make amends
to our injured brothers?l9
18Lecky and Wright, edsu, ~ ~lt~, P• 144.
l9Editor's Ambo, 11 Reformation, Repentance, and
Re:parations 9 " Lut~£an)~q;·unh October, 1969, PP• 14-15.

"
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For Lutherans, and other religious bodies, the
:rhetoric of the Manifesto, the rhetoric of rep.arat.ions,
caught many off guard and defensive, because the Gospel's
call to repentance and faith active in love was frighteningly
similar to the call .of the Manifesto's demands.,
The hang-up for I1utherans .centers on the
idea of repara·t;ions itself o We have twisted our
evangelical theology of free grac.e-, forgi:ven.ess
of sins and Christ alone to the exclusion of
corporate resp-onsibility, true contrition and

~~----~a=-=m~e~n~d~m~e:;n;;t~-;;or--r:cr e..

Hen_c_e-we---J:rav;e~be:en--:-e.:aug~htr--·--------~

off guard by the rhetoric of reparations. • • •
Reparations, then, are signs of repentanc.e and
avenues toward reconciliation among men. To
heal injuries, to make amends, to repay debts,
show that contrition and repentance have been
realc- Consequently, the payment of reparations
implies a prior confession of guilt, an acknowledgment of responsibility, an admission of
"Vn:on.gdoing and. complicity in evil. The fact of
tbe matter is that Black people have been wronged;
this has been done often with encouragement and
.Participation., active or passive of White Christians-who have also benefitted financially from the long
oppression of.the Blacks ... Payment of reparations
is one means of healing the damage that has been
done to them, inasmuch as we have already through
Christ been offered forgiveness for these sins.
Evas:i.on, nitpicking and indignation come easy to
our churches and our people when conf,ronted with
what seem like arrogant and unjustified demands
of outsiders. How refreshing it would be if,
for a change, \'J'e took the Bible seriously and
responded corporately in non-defensive, openhearted ways k8 people who post their theses
on 2ll!: doors.c..
Whose side \vere the churches on?
take sides?

Did they want to

For the rhetoric of the Manifesto was not

essential to the programmatic aspect of it.

The language

of the black militants should not have distracted churches

~oru~,

20Edi tor's Ambo, nThe Sounds of Silence," Lutbere.n
December, 1969.
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from the important and real issue of reparations.
it did.

But--

Other churches were distracted from the Manifesto

by its implicit ideological manifestations.

Our analysis
g_

now turns to an evaluation of these responses.

H

<":-

Ideolog_z.

Mrs. Martin Luther Kinghad admonished

churches not to evade the issue of reparations "by
concentrating on the provocative method of introducing
~~~----..tn:e sub J e c t--;-H 2 L-J.Je on-w'a-t~s-----Iurt-h-e-r--wa-rrre-d----t:hat-ttn3-r-e-a-J.~~~-----c-~~

-

issue of the Manifesto was neither the revolutionary language,
nor the tactics, nor the politics of confrontation; "for
· that has been the way of thi;ngs in our land from the very
beginningo n 22

The real issue \'las whether or not the white

Christian churches would accept the blame for their sins
and repay blacks for the wrongs done. 2 3 ·.
The legitimacy of the demands for reparations was
clear and accepted by some churches.

In doing so the

churche.s had to share t.be responsibility for abuse of
minority groups in the United States.

The issue was not

past slavery, the issue was that our society was an
oppressor of the poor, especially the blacks.
21

.

Taken from "Comment, 11

Whit~

,9hri~,Ban Advoc~,

,;to,9.,__ £ib

22Leon \.Jatts, "From Reparation to Reconciliation,"

R9.newaJ.., June, 1969, P• 14.
23~.
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Churches have participated in that oppression through
the financial rewards of the capitalistic system.

What

the black militants demanded from the churches was at the
very least that they understand the depth of their involvement in the nation's oppression and begin to change the
system for the benefit of tpe black ·commlinity. 24
The issue has to do with the fact that
our society is, quite simply, an oppressor of
its poor, espec~ally the blacks; the oppreesive
------__,p""'a~tv.:--·er~e-st-a:bi-Tsi:re-d----:-i-n---:t-l:n.':l~r:a-o-f-s"i-aver; y r - - - - - - - - - - - -

still obtain in regard to the majority of
blacks today. .And the white .churches, since
they give religious succor to those who benefit
economically from our country's racially pre~
judicial social and economic structure, cannot
escape involvement and guilt--especially since
they have an enormous piece of the capitalistic 2
action in the form of endowments and investments. 5
The religious bodies involved in this particular

hegative ideology grouping--the National Council of
Churches, the United Church of Christ, the United
Pre?byterian Church, the .American Baptist Convention, and
the Ref,ormed Church in .America--did more conscienceprobing than the previous churches--the,Episcopal Church,
the Lutheran Church in America, and the Roman Catholic
Church (the Archdiocese of New York)..
thought. most of

th~··.

After considerable

churches in this grouping said "no 11 to

the demands of the Manifesto and "no" to the means the
Manifesto recommended to achieve its goals.

Hope 9

11

24Ronald Goetz, "Black Manifesto: The Great White
!_~e Chrj~~1~~ qentu:r:;z, June 18, 1969, Po 832o

2 5Ibid ..

-

?l
Much.o:t: the churches' objection focused around
these ideas from the Manifesto's Introduction:

1) blacks

must create a society where the total means of production
are taken from .the rich, the exploiters, other racists
and placed into the hands of the state for the welfare
of all people.

2) Blacks must build a socialistic society

within the United States, which is .led and controlled by
---~b=l=-ca=c=-=k::::____.<people,
.

not a separate 'Qlack uati·ono

3) Blaqks

.

must bring about;· this socialistic SC?Ciety by seizing power
wherever they are, and by whatever means possiblec 26
The Ohm'ches misunderstood the Black Power ideology,
however, and therefore rejected the demands •.
But the Black Power ideology is not in all
respects identical with the rhetoric of the
introduction to the Black Manifesto. What the
Manifesto contains is the ,programmatic apparatus
for a Black Power Movement-a way for black
·people, through pr·ide and unity among themselves,
to control their mm communities and present an
irrevocable countc:rvailing power to those who
presently dominate them f~om the outside. It
also n1akes clear that American blacks are
inseparately related to oppressed peoples all
ovar the world who are struggling for freed.om
and self-determinat·ion.. The ideology and the
program goals are a consistent whole, reflecting
this understanding. of the nature of black power.
·
When this essential unity of intention is
clearly m1derstood, then and only then can the
churches measure the extent to which they can
endorse the programs without necessarily
embracing the more extreme parts of the ideology
and ~Gactics of the preamble.2?
26James Forman, ~~ Black Ma£L~festo~~~~~o~uctto~,
.Appendix l, PP• 5-7o
2 7Gayraud Wilmore, ~ ~' p. 13.
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The churches.also rejected these ideas of the
Manifesto partly because of the American churches' close
ties with capitalism and democracy, a closeness of
political philosophy that might be.questionable when
considering economic justice.

Christianity, a religion

based upon love and justice, should remain above all
political ideologies.
We cannot demonize Marxism and sacralize
-----------~~C!-p-±taiTmn-.------Gu.:.r~ehr±sti---an-s----oi'--tb-e-Th±rd-Wori-d----~---

remind us that much of the prosperity of our
nation has been at the expense .of other nations.
They point to the demonic elements of our
political and economic sys1iem which allows
huge expenditures for space exploration, the.
milj.tary, and even agricu1 tural non-production
'-.rhile millions of citizens live in poverty
and hunger. While these Christian br.others
also recognize the demonic elements of the
Marxist ideology, many perceive in it one
legitimate strategy for the renewal and
!~~:~:!!~~8 of social, economic and political
. It seemed evident,

then~

that before admitting to

the· guilt of complicity in racism, before meeting the
demands of the Manifesto for reparations, the Christian
churches should have disavowed their philosophical and
ideological identification and relation with uthe American

The responsibilities of the American religious
establishment are clear. It must divorce itself
from the faith of Americanism. It must hear the
word: Go sell all that you have and give to the
poor. It must divest itself of its fortunes on

28 T. G. Benjamin, "Response to the Message of the
General Board Concerning the Manifesto~" A mimeographed
publication, ~read~~~_l~ine, Disciples of Christ Mission
and Renewal publication, lg69a
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behalf of mission and ministry. Until it is
ready to face the harsh realities of mission
and ministry, the reli.gious establishment will
continue to ask the tired, inane questions of
'Wbat can \ve do? How can we help? What is our
role?' which simply means 'We enjoy our present
comfortable status and support and do not wish
to disturb them in any way.•2'3
The blacks of the BEDC were looking beyond the
temporary demands of the Manifesto; .they were asking
tnat a religion of love and justice live up to its creed.
·Tney

w£rre-d-elimr.Tii-.:tn-g~u-cir"lnn-r-e-----:than~an-e~-mm·mi.-c----p~..-o-g:r·-a1Jr;'-------

they were reminding us of the ominous command of the
prophet. Amos:
I hate, I despise your feasts, and I ·take
no deld. ght in your solemn assemblies. Even
though you offer me your burnt offerings, I
will not accept them, and the peace offerings
of your fatted beasts I \vill not look upon.
Take away from me the noise of your songs; .to
the melody of your harps I will not listen.
But let justice roll do\'m like waters, and
· righteousness lj.ke an ever-flowing strearp. 30

The churches should not have objected to the
Manifesto's ideology; the blacks should have objected to
tne "American 11 churches ideology.

For the American

churches had been challenged to "put their money where
their mouths were," and to discover where their treasures
and their hearts were, and the ideology of the Manifesto
pointed an accusing finger at the wealth of the religious
establishment.

With all its verbalism and good will

to\-vard the blacks, this writer· is not convinced that the

29Goetz,

.21?.!,

£.ll:.., P• 833·

3°Amos 5: 21-24, The Bible of Jerus~.
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churches successfully "explained away" their ideological
objections to the Manifestoe

Jesus told the rich young man to sell all
he had and follow him. Jesus also said that
'if anyone would sue you and take your coat,
let him have your cloak as well.' Such
commands are not intended as absolute laws~
but they do reveal the quality of stewardship
and sacrifice that Jesus requires.. • • • We
have been challenged to sell our holdings and
to· speak to the impoverished by deeds. .. • . • The
Black l'1anifesto's demand, if not its Marxist
id·eology, should be taken literally and shoulq
--------'b-e--ai.-1nwe-d----t-o-a-o-:tt-s-tr-e:umattz-:i.:n-g-but-n-e_c_e_s_s-ary
work on the white body of the established
church. If it is permitted to do so, it will
reach beyond the blacks to all the poor. Fivehundred million dollars should be but the
beginning. Here is ··a chance· for the white
church to become Christian. in the New Teste.~ent;
sense--a c~ance that may never come again.~
But. not all responses to the Manifesto were negative.
The Board of Missions of the United Methodist Church heard
Mr. 'Forman's demands and responded in a positive and
constructive way.

THE POSITIVE RESPONSE
The positive response to the demands of the
Manifesto reflected an attitude that \'Ias ready to "receive
the truth from whatever source truth may come."3 2 The
next step was to sit down with the confronters and sort out
the truth from rhetoric, and the possible from the impossible.

31 Goetz, ~ ~~t~
32stuhr, ~ ~' Po 13.
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Finally, "action must follow conversation • • • • The test
is in whether or not we see the emergency presented as
~

emergency and the responsibility for acting as

responriibility&u33

.Q.:!:!£

Th~ positive attitu~e also had to

answer the question that so many churches tried to evade:
Will you make restitution to blacks for past wrongs?
The Board of Missions of the United Methodist Church

made a remarkable effort to respond positively.

The Executive

Committee of the Board of Missions refused the BEDO's demands
and proposed a program of a possible $lo3 million for
economic empowerment for blacks to be controlled by blacks.
The Executive Committee of the Board of Missions gave
$300,000 immediately and sought another $1 million when the
full-Board met

~n

Boston in October.

be spent for black economic power.

All the money was to
When the Board of

~

Missions met for its meeting on October 23-27, 1969, it
decided to allocate $lo3 million to alleviate the U.S.
racial crisis and earmarked $300,000 to the IFOO.
in a report on Hacism and Minori t,;y: EmRQ.WeY,men!,
'

th~

made the comment:
We must support the processes by means
of which minority groups achieve the power
to create a place of dignity in the community;

Further,
Board

t_:
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and secondly, we need a goal toward ythich a
truly pluralistic society can move. 3
Many of the churches had the same· opportunities
to respond in an effective manner.

We now focus our

attention on an assessment of one such response.
Evaluation of the Rationale
Many of the churches challenged by Forman and
the Manifesto bad the opportunity-to actualize and not
theologize their beliefs, to give blacks self-determination
as proposed throughout the demands of the Manifesto.

Some

churcbes gave financial aid to white-controlled groups.
for urban·. renewal. and poverty alleviation.. The response
of the Board of Missions of the United Methodist Church,
although not perfect, was the most positive of any other
church.,

On "May 21, '1969, the Executive Committee met

\'lith Forman's si t~in demonstrators and li.stened to the
dewands.

On May 26, 1969, its Executive Committee met

and took the. demands under cons:i.deration, immediately
issued an answer to the demands of the Manifesto which
resulted in financial help for black self-determination.
The Board of Missions acted more than it verbalized;
it saw what had to be done and did it, with concern and
open-mindedness. · It had prepared itself for the necessary

34 Journal of the Second Annual Meetin Board of
Missions of"""ine Uni~st Church, October 23·-31, 1969,
Appendix j)'t ;- 11Hacfsm anu-Hinori ty l<~mpo-werment t II pp. 70-71.
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understanding of the needs of the black man.tbrough the
General Conference of 19'68 and through the freedom given
to the Black Methodists for Church l1enewal.

The Board

of Missions of the United Methodist Church undertook
with enthusiasm its commitment to the goals of the
Black Power movement.

Perhaps the Board of Missions

reflects best what Dr. Ernest Campbell of the Riverside
Church told his parishioners after his first encounter
with Forman and his followers:
The Christian church has taught that
restitution is an essential part of penitence •
. You don't simply say, 'I 1 m sor.ry.· to a man
you've robbed.-' You return what you stole
or your apology ·takes on a hollow ring.35
The Methodist 1 s Board of I"1issions sought to
act in a constructive Christian manner to prove that all
white Christian churches -wi·t·h consciences must repay

the .oppressed minorities uwhatever reasonable portion
cru1 be calculated from the benefits which have accrued

to them through slavery and black subjugationo"3 6
In summary, the responses of the churches were
both negative and positive.

The terms "negative" and

upositiven were not absolutes but tendencies toward
one response orthe other.

The negative response

found reasons for not listening--those reasons representing misunderstandings regarding the rhetoric of the
35Wilmore,

.Q.I2.!.

cit., p. 6 ..

36Leon Howell and Robert Lecky,

phr~.stianity

and

.9:r:is~·1h

Reparation Now, 11
May 26, 1969, P• 141.
11
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Manifesto and the Black Power ideology.

These misunder-

standings were coupled with the churches' persistent
attachment to the "American way 9 " the demonizing of
Marxism, and the sacralizing of Capitalism.

The blacks of

the BEDC were looking for Christian justice through
improved economic self-determinant powers.

Other than

one positive response the churches did not grant the
blacks economic recompense for past injuries.
General related issues have been raised as a result
of this study of the Black Manifesto and the churches•
responses~

These issues will now be considered.

POINTS FOR FURTHER STUDY
-(1)

The Black Manifesto dramatically raised the

-is:sue ·of -the aJau.r,che-s' affluence ·and the 1-os·s -of control
over expenaitures as well as decision-making and priorityestablishing powers.

It is evident that these pov.rers are

not vested with the black community •. In examining the
Manifesto's ideology in comparison with the .American church
"ideology" it is clear that the churches are involved in
the capitalistic system.

A further study should be made

of the degree of involvement of 1>1hite Christian churches
in American capitalism.
(2)

It was stated in this study that Christianity

should remain above all ideologies.

But if allied with

an economic philosophy, Christianity might be more authentic
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under a socialistic systemo

A future investigation

might explore the relationship between Christianity and
socialism.
(3)

This.study described the responses of several

white denominations to the Black Manifesto.

Another study

might investigate the reactions and responses of the
Black Church to the lYianif.esto.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This study began with the understanding that the
churches in the 1960's had attempted to confront some
of the important social issues of the time.
m-any

pru-o-1-e~rac~ng

There were

the churches at--ehat-"time, but one

persistent problem was social justice, especially for the
blacks of this nation.
The 1960's witnessed the adve:nt;·and departure
of urban crises like Watts, Newark,

Detroi~,

and the .

assassinations of President Kennedy, Martin Luther King,
Robert Kennedy, and Malcolm X..

It was a time of dimmed

l

hopes for the oppressed and the blackse
During the first part of the 1960's blacks
experienced the search for identity, a changing of
black leadership from the established moderates to the
Black Power advocateso

And the latter half of the

decade saw other black militants, militants that
proposed America take another look.at itself and live
up to its \vords and suggestions for black survival in
studies like the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (the Kerner Commission Report) and the National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence •.
80
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However despair turned into frustration.when these
were not implemented.

r~ports

The second half of the decade also

saw blacks try to change the balance of power through
the legislative process.

Success was minimaL, and

distrust for the system heightened,among blacks.
Realizing a deeper frustration and the lack ·'of
economic po\v.er, Lucius Walker, a 'black American Baptist

for Community Organization (IFOO), summoned interested
blacks of various philosophies to come to Detroit to take
part in a National Black Economic Development Conference
on April 25, 1969.

The Conference indicated that blacksc

were agreed upon their condition of powerlessness but
were unable to reach a common agreement regarding the
means of overcoming the condition •. On the last night of
the Oon.ference amilitant and anti-religious blackman,
James Forman, introduced and successfully achieved the
passage of the Black Manifesto.

As former international

affairs director of SNCC, he emerged as the man of the moment
and gathered an impressive list of people on the steering
committee of the Black l1anifestoo

The names of moderate but

socially-conscious men included Julian Bond and Vincent
Hardingo
In his Introduction to the Manifesto Forman asked
for a change of American policy, a break from the capitalistic,
racist system that primarily benefitted rich whites, and
a move toward a socialistic program to help the oppressed,

~:
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the poor, and the blacks.

The language of the Introduction

was, indeed, tough but clear ..
The second half of the Manifesto outlined a
thorough program for black economic power within the United
States; based upon the demand of $500,000,000 reparations
for past wrongs imposed upon blacks through slavery and
exploitation by whites throughout the world..

The . money

was not demanded from business firms, insurance com.Panies,
or weal thy millionaires, but from all \vhi te Christian
churches and Jewish synagogues, since they had participated
in the capitalistic action and should show an example:
to a secularworld.
The underlying

ques~ion

throughout the entire

Manifesto was whether the white Christian: churches \'Iould
make financial restitution to blacks for the wrongs and
racist actions of the past.
to help blacks begin to

Would churches give $500,000,000

d.etermi~e

their

O\'ffi

destinies?

At the beginning of this study the statement of
the problem posited three questions:

1) What were the

responses of the \\Thi te Christian churches?

2) What

patterns developed within the responses?

3) Why did the

churches respond in the manner they did?

The answer to

these questions and the basic question of reparations
was formulated thusly:
1)

After describing the important background for

the responses, the developmental-evolutional dimensions
of the church responses were discussed.,,
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2)

Each church was then classified according to

a negative or positive grouping or tendencyo
3)

It was found that three churches tended to\vard ·

a negative-linguistic response.

Four churches and one

church body tended toward a negative-ideological response.
4)

One church seemed to lean more toward the

positive response than any 9f the other churches •.
5)

Finally the rationale f-or each type of

response was examined.

The churches in the negative

linguisti? response basically evaded the issue of reparations
and dwelt on the provocative method_of introducing the
subject, and mis\Ulderstood tne rhetoric of .the
which was couched in Black Power language.

I1anifesto~

The churches

categorized in the negative ideological response clai~ed
one political philosophy as theirs--American capitaTism-and seemed to forget their sense of Christian social justice
by

misinterpreting the Black Power rhetoric involved in

the description of the

~anifesto's ideology~

The churches

also ignored the fact that Christianity should remain
above all political ideologies.

Lastly, the positive

response drevl from lts chu:rch leaders a concern and
awareness that prompted immediate financial commitment
to their obligation of restitution.
Within the evaluation of all three rationales
basic questions were posited because we who call ourselves
Christians must deal with our own consciences:

Whose side
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should the churches be on?
justice and love stand?

Where should the symbol of

With the poor and the oppressed

or with those who richly benefit from an American
cc,tpi1:;alistic system?

Are chu,rchesprogrammed to want

goods and services rather than justice and liberation?
We have concluded from the study that the churches should
have championed the cause of the pool.' and the· •oppressed
and all Jc;hose thirsting for justice and .freedom.
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APPENDIX 1
THE BLACK MANIFESTO*
To the \fuite Christian Churches and the Synagogues in the
United States of America and to All other Racist Institutions:
-----------------------±TN~~ODYG~.b9N~---~~A~-CON~ROL'---------------------------

AS THE ONLY SOLUTION TO IJ.1IIE
ECONOHIC PROBLEMS OF BLACK PEOPLE
Brothers and Sisters :.
We have come from all over the country burning with
anger and despair not only with the miserable economic plight
of our people but fully aware that the racism on \'lhich the
\r.lestern 'll'iorld was built dominates our lives.

There can be no

separation of the problems of racism from the problems of our
economic, political, and cultural degradationo

To any black

man, this is clear.
But there are still some of our people \17hO are clinging tq the rhetoric of the Negro, and we must separate ourselves from these Negroes who go around the country promoting
all types of schemes for black capitalism ..
Ironically, some of the most militant Black

*This document was presented by James Forman to the
National Black Economic Development Conference in Detroit.,
Michigan, and adopted on April 26, 1969.
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Nationalists, as they call themselves, have been the first
to jump on the bandwagon of black capitalism..

They are

pimps, black power pimps and fraudulent leaders, and the
people must be educated to understand that any black man
or Negro who is advocating a perpetuation of capitalism
inside the United States is in fact seeking not only his
ultimate destruction and death but is eontributing to the
continu-ous exploitati-on .of black people all around the world ..
For it is the power of the United States Government, thJ.s
racist, imperialist

government~

that is choking the life of

all people around the \oJOrld ..
VIe are an African people..

vJe sit back and watch

the Jews in this country make Israel a pov1erful conservative
state in the Middle East, but \'Je are not concerned actively
about the plight of our 'brot'hers in AI'ricao

VJe are the most

advanced technological group of black people in the world,
and there are many skills that could be offered to

Africa~

At the same time, it must be publicly stated that many
African leaders are in disarray themselves, having been
duped into following the lines as laid out by the western
imperialist

goverrunents~

Africans themselves succumbed to

and are victims of the power of the United States.

For

instance, during the summer of 1967, as the representatives
of SNCC, Howard Moore and I traveled extensively in Tanzania
and Zambia..
cialse

We talked to high, very high, government offi-

We told them there were many black people in the

United States who were willing to come and work in Africao
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All these government officials, '\'rho were part of the
leadership in their respective governments, said they wanted
us to send as many skilled people as we could contact.

But

this program never came into fruition, and we do not know
the exact reasons, for I assure you that we talked and \'Jere
committed to making this a successful program..

It is our

guess that the United States put the squeeze: on these countries, for such a program directed by .SNCC would have been
too dangerous to the international prestige
States..

of-~he

Unlted

It is also _possible that some o.f the wild statements

by some black leader frightened the Africans ..
In Africa today there is a great suspicion of black
people in this country.

This is a correct suspicion since

most of the Negroes who have left the States for \'lork in
Africa usuaJ:ly \>TOrk for the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) or the State Department.

But the respect for us as

a people continues to mount, ana. the day will come when we
can return to our homeland as brothers ana. sisters-,

But we

should. not think of going back to Africa today, for \ve are
located in ·a strategic position..
States~

We live inside the United

\vhich is the most barbaric country in the \'!Orld, and

vJe have a chance to help bring this government do-vm ..

Time is short, and we do not have much tinie and it
is time we stop mincing \vords .. · Caution is fine, but no
oppressed people ever gained their liberation until they
were readyto fight, to use whatever means necessary, including the use of force ana. power of the gun to bring down the
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colonizer.
We have heard the rhetoric, but we have not heard
the rhetoric which says that black people in this country
must understand that we are the vanguardforce.

We shall

liberate all the people in the United States, and. we will
be instrumental in the liberation of colored people the
world. around.

We must understand this point very clearly

so that we are .not trapped into diversionary and reactionary
movementso

Any class analysis

o~he linr~~d-3ta~~g-ffhuws

very clearly that black people are the most oppressed group
o£ people inside the United States..

We have suffered the

most from racism and exploitation, cultural degradation and
lack of political power.

It follows from the laws of revo-

lution that the most oppressed will make the revolution,
but we are not ··talking about just making the revolution ..
All the parties on the left who consider themselves revolutionary will say that blacks are the vanguard, but we are
saying. that not only are we the vanguard, but v;e must assume
leadership, total control, and we must exercise the humanity
which is inherent in us..
within the United Statese
stand suffering.

We are the most humane people
We have suffered and we under-

Our hearts go out to the Vietnamese, for

v.re knm'l what it is to suffer under the domination of racist

Americao

Our hearts, our soul and all the compassion we

can mount go out to our brothers in Africa, Santa Domingo,
Latin America and Asia who are being tricked by the power
structure of the United States which is dominating the world
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today.

These ruthless, barbaric men have systematically

tried to kill all people ana. organizations opposed to its
imperialism.

\Ve no longer can just get by·with.the use of

the word capitalism to describe theUnited States, for it
is an imperial power sending money·, missionaries and the
army throughout the world to protect this government and
the few rich whites who control it.

General Motors and all

t.he major auto industries are .operating in South Africa,
yet-----,;ne whi.l;e dom1nated J.:eadersnip

o-f-t-TI--e-t.Tn±t-e-d----:Ii:utu-wu-rker~o

sees no relationship to the exploitation-of the black people
in South Africa and the exploitation of black people in the
United States.

If they understand it, they certainly do

not put it into practice,-which is the actual test.

We as

·black people must be concerned vdth the total conditions of
all bl-a·ck people in the world .. ·
But

whil~

we talk of revolution, which vdll be an

armed confrontation and long years of sustained guerilla
warfare inside this country, we must also talk of the type
of world we want to live in.

We must commit ourselves to a

socie·t;y where the total means of production are taken from
the rich and placed into the hands of the state for the
.fare of all the people..
total control.

\vel~·

This is what we mean when we say

And we mean that black people who have

suffered the most from exploitation and racism must move
to protect their black interest by assuming leadership inside
of the United States of everything that exists.

The time

has ceased when We are second in command and the ~Thite boy
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stands on top.

This is especially true of the welfare

agencies in this country, but it is not enough to say that
a black man is on top.

He must be

committ.~d

to building

the new society, to taking the wealth away from the rich
people, such as General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, the

DuPonts~

the Rockefellers, the Mellons, and all the other rich white
exploiters and racists who run this worldo
Where do we begin?

We have already started&

We

fact, we started on the shores of Africa, for we have always
resisted attempts to. make us slaves, and no-v1 we must resist
the attempts to make us capitalists.

It is in the financial

interest of the United States to make us capitalist, for this
will be the same line as that of integration into the mainstream ·0f .American lif·e.

Theref-ore, brothers and sisters,

there is no need to fall into the trap that we have to get
an iieology..

\•le HAVE an ideology..

Our fight is against

racism, capitalism and imperialism, and we are .dedicated to
building a

soci~list

society inside the United States where

the total means of production and distribution are in the
hands of the State, and that must be led by black people, by
revolutionary blacks who are concerned about the total
humanity of this world.o

And, therefore, we obviously are

different from some of those who seek a black nation in the
United States, .for there is no 'v-Jay .for that nation to be
viable if in fact the United States remains in the hands
of white racists.

Then too, let us deal with some arguments
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that we should share pmver with whites.

We say that there

must be a revolutionary black vanguard, and that white·people
in this country must be willing to accept black leadership,
for that is the only protection that black people have to
protect ourselves from racism rising again in this country.
Racism in the United States is so pervasive in the
mentality of whites that only an armed, ,.,ell-disciplined,
black-controlled government can insure the stamping out of
racism J.n this country.

And. that J.s why we plead with black

. people not to be talking about a few crumbs, a few thousand
dollars for this cooperative, or a thousand dollars v1hich
splitsblack people into fighting over the dollar.
the intention of the government.

We say • • • think in terms

of total control of the United States..
seize state powere

That is

Prepare ourselves to

Do not ·hedge, for time is short, and all

around the world the forces of liberation are directing
their attacks against the United Statese

It is a powerful

country, but that power is not greater than that of black
peopleo

We work the chief industries in this country, and

we could cripple the economy while the brothers fought
guerilla warfare in ·t;he streets.

This will take some long

range planning, but whether it happens in a thousand years
is of no consequence.

It cannot happen unless we start •.

How then is all of this related to this conference?
First of all, this conference is called by a set of
religious people, Christians, who have been involved in the
exploitation and rape of black people since the country \vas
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founded.

The missionary goes hand in hand with the power of

the states.

We must begin seizing power wherever .we are,

and we must say to the planners of this conference that you
are no longer in charge.

We the people who have assembled

here thank you for getting us here, but we are going to
assume power over the conferenceand determine from this
moment on the direction which

\'le

want it to go.

saying that the conference was planned badly..

\'le

are not

The staff of

the conference has worked hard and has done a magnificent
job in bringing all of us together, and we must include them
in the new membership which must surface from this point on.
The conference is now tl1e property of the people who are
assembled here..

This we proclaim as fact and not rhetoric,

and there are demands that we are going to make and vle insist
that the planners of this conference help us implement them ..
We maintain we have the revolutionary right to do ·
this..

vie have the same rights, if you will, as the Christians

had in going into Africa and raping our fJiotherland and bringing us away from our continent of peace arid into this hostile
and alien environment t'lhere we have been living in perpetual
warfare since 1619 ..
Our seizure of power at this conference is based on
a program, and our program is contained in the following
Nanifesto:

BLACK MANIFESTO
We the black people assembled in Detroit,

~1ichigan,

for the

~-
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National Black Economic Development Conference are fully
aware that we have been forced to come together because
racist white America has exploited our resources, our
our bodies, our labor.

mind~,

For centurieswe have been forced to

live as colonized people inside the United States, victimized
by the most vicious, racist system in the world.

We have

helped to build the most industrialized country in the worldo
We are therefore demanding of the white Ch!!istian
. churches and Jewish synagogues, \vhich are part and parcel
of the system of capitalism, that they begin ·Go pay reparations to black people in this country.

\'le are demanding

$500,000,000 from the Christian white churches and the Jewish
synagoguese

This total comes to fifteen dollars per nigger.

This is a low estimate, for we maintain there are probably
more than 30,000,000 black people in this country.

Fifteen

dollars a nigger is not a large sum of money, and we kno'\v ·
that the churches and synagogues have a tremendous wealth
and its membership, white America, has profited and still
exploits black people..

We are also not unav-mre that the

exploitation of c:olored peoples arouna. the world is aided
and abetted by the white Christian churches and synagogues.
This demand for $500,000,000 is not; an idle resolution or
empty ·words.

Fifteen dollars for every black brother and

sister in the United States is only a beginning of the reparations due us as people who have been exploited and degraded,
brutalized, killed and persecuted.

Underneath all of this

exploitation, the racism of this country has produced a
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psychological effect upon us that we are beginning to shake
off.

We are no longer afraid to demand our full rights as

a people in this decadent society ..
We are demanding $500,000,000 to be spent in the

~-

~-

~-

following way:
(1) We call for the establishment of a southern land
bank to help our brothers and sisters \vho have to leave their
land because of racist pre·ssure, and for pe·ople who want to
establish cooperative farms but "Vlho have no funds.

\ve have

seen too many farmers evicted from their homes because they
have dared to defy the white racism of this. country.,
money for land.

\Ale

We need

must fight for massiye sums of money for

this southern land bank.

vie call for $200,000,000 to imple-

ment this program.
(2) \'Je call for the establishment of four major

publishing and printing industries in the United States to
be funded with ten million dollars

each~

These publishing

houses are to be located in Detroit, Atlanta, Los Angeles,
and New Yorke

They \vill help to generate capital for further

cooperative investments in the black community, provide jobs
arid an alternative to the white-dominated and controlled
printing field.
(3) We call for the establishment of four of the most

advanced scientific and futuristic audio-visual networks to
be located in Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland and Washington,
D.C.

These TV net\vorks will provide an alternative to the

racist propaganda that fills the current television networks.
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Each of these TV networks will be funded-by ten million
dollars each.
(4) We call for a research skills center which will
provide research on the problems of black people.

This center

must be funded with no less than thirty million dollars.
(5) We call for the establishment of a training center

for the teaching of skills in community organization, photography, movie making, television making and repair, radio
building and repair and all other skills needed in communication.

This training center shall be funded with no less

than ten million dollars.
(6) We recognize the role of the National Welfare
Rights Organization, and \ve intend to work with them..

\'le

call for ten million dollars to assist in the organization
of welfare recipientse

We want to organize welfare workers

in this country so that they may demand more money from the
government and better administration of the welfare system
of this country.
(7) vle call for $20,000,000 to establish a National ·

Black Labor Strike and Defense Fund.

This is necessary for

the protection of black workers and their families who are
fighting racist working conditions in this country.
(8) \'le call for the establishment of the International
Black Appeal (IBA).. .·This International Black Appeal will be
funded with no less than $20,000,000.

The IBA is charged

with producing more capital for the establishment of coopera. tive .businesses in the Uni·t;ed States and in Africa, our
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Motherland.

The International Black Appeal is one of the

most important demands that we are making, for we b1ow that
it can generate and raise funds throughout the United States
and help our African brothers.

The IBA is charged with three

functioll;s and shall be headed by J·ames Formari:
(a) Raising money for the ·program of the National
Black Economic Development Conference
(h) The development of cooperatives in Afrjrcan

countries and support of African liberation
movements ..
(c) Establishment of a lUack Anti-Defamation League
which will protect our African image.
(9) \'le call for the establishmen:l; of a black uni-

versity to be founded \'lith $130,000,000, to be located in
the South.

Negotiations are presently under way with a

southern university.
(10) We demand that IFCO allocate all unused funds

·.in the planning budget to implement the demands of this
conference.
In order to.win our demands, we are aware that we
will have to have massive supporl;, therefore:
(1) vle call upon all black people throughout the

United States to consider themselves as members of the
National Black Economic Development Conference and to act
in unity to help force the racist white Christian churches
and Jewish synagogues to implement these demands.,
(2) We call upon all the concerned black people across
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the country to contact black tvorkers, black women, black
students and the black unemployed, community groups, welfare
organizations, teachers' organizations, church leaders and
organizations, explaining how these demands are vital to the

g_
~

~--

black community of the United States.

Pressure by whatever

means necessary should be applied to the white power structure.,

All black people should act boldly in confronting our

white oppressors and ·demanding this modest reparation of
fifteen dollars per black man.
(3) Delegates and members of the National Black

Economic Development Conference are urged to call press conferences in the cities and to attempt to get as many black
organizations as possible-to support the demands of the conferencee

The quick use of the press in the local areas will

heighten the tension, and these demands must be attempted to
be won in a short period of time, although

vle

are prepared

for protracted and long-range struggle.
(4) We call for the total disruption of selected
church-sponsored agencies operating anywhere in the United
States and the world..

Black workers, black

women~

black

students and the black unemployed are encouraged to seize
the offices, telephones, and printing apparatus of all churchsponsored agencies and. to hold these. in trusteeship until our
demands are met.
(5) We call upon all delegates and members of the

National Black Economic Development Conference to stage
sit-in demonstrations at selected black and white churches.,

~
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This is not to be interpreted as a continuation of the
sit-in movement of the early sixties, but we know that
active confrontation inside white churches is possible
and will strengt:tren the possibility of meeting our demands.
Such confrontation can take the form of reading the Black
Manifesto instead of a sermon, or passing it out to church
.members.

The principle of self-defense should be applied

if attacked ..
.~ b

;-on Nay '+--,--1-<Jo9, or a ·da~-e------c-h-e-r-e-a:ft-e-r~d-e1:mnU:irrg~~--

upon local conditions, \ve call upon black people to commence
the disruption o.f the racist churches and synagogues throughout the United States.
(7) We call upon IFCO to serve as a central staff to

coordinate the mandate of the conference and to reproduce
and Ctistri'bute en masse literature, 'leaflets, news items,
press releases and other material.
(8) \•le call upon all delegat;es to find within the
white community those forces which 'IIIill \vork under the
leadership of blacks to implement these demands by whatever .
means necessary..

-By taking such actions, 111hite Americans

will demonstrate concretely that they are willing to fight
the white skin privilege and the white supremacy and racism
which has forced us as black people to make these demands.
(9) We· call upon all white Christians and Jews to

practice patience, tolerance, understanding and nonviolence
as they have been encouraged, advised and demanded that we
as black people should do throughout our

entir'~

enforced
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slavery in the United States.

The true test of their faith

and belief in the Cross and the words of the prophets will
certainly be put to a test as we seek legitimate and extremeJ,.y
modest reparations for our role in developing the industrial
base of the western world throughour slave labor.

But we are

no longer slaves, we are men and women, proud of our African
heritage, determined to have our dignity.
{10) We are so proud of our African heritag.e and
realize concretely that our struggle is not only to make
revolution in the United States but to protect our brothers
and sisters in Africa and to help them rid themselves of
racism, capitalism and imperialism by whatever means necessary, including armed struggle.

We are and must be willing

to fight the defamation of our African image wherever it
rears its ugly heado

We are therefore charging the steering

committee to create a black Anti-Defamation League to be
founded by money raised from the International Black Appeal .. ·
(11) We fully recognize that revolution in the United
States and Africa, our Motherland, is more than a
sional operation..

~many

dimen-

It will require the total integration of

the political, economic and military components, and there. fore '.>re call upon all our brothers and sisters who have
acquired training and expertise in the fields of engineering,
electronics, research, community organization, physics,
biology, chemistry, mathematics, medicine, military science
and warfare to assist the National Black Economic Development
Conference in the implementation of its program.
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(12) To implement these demands we must have a
fearless leadership.

We must have a leadership which is

willing to battle the church establishment to implement
these demands.

To win our demands we will have to declare

war on the white Christian churches and synagogues, and this
means we may have to f'ight the total government structure of
this country.

Let no one here think that these demands will

be met by our mere stating them .. ·For the sake of the churches

stand that these demands are modest and reasonable.

But if

the white Christians and Je\'JS are not willing to meet our
demands through peace and goodwill, then we declare war, and
we are prepared to fight by whatever means necessary.

We

are, therefore, proposing the election of the following steering committee:
Lucius

~valker

Mark Comfort

Renny Freeman

Earl Allen

Luke Tripp

Robert Browne'

HO\'lard JJ'uller

Vincent Harding

James Forman

Mike Hamlin

John Watson

Len Holt

Dan Aldridge

· Per Bernard

John \villiams ·

Michael Wright

Ken Cockrel

Muhammed Kenyatta

Chuck \vooten

Mel Jackson

Fannie Lou Hamer

Howard Moore

Julian Bond

Harold Homes
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Brothers and sisters, we are no longer shuffling
our feet and scratching ourheads.

We are tall, black and

proud.,
And we say to the white Christian churches and Jewish
synagogues, to the government of this country and to all the
white racist imperalists who compose it, there is only one
thing left that you can do to further degrade black people
and that is to kill us.
this. country •. \ve have

But we have been dying too long for
a~ed ~n

every war..

We are dying in

Vietnam today fighting the wrong enemy.
The new black man wants to live, and to live means
that we must not become static or merely believe in· self- .
defense.

We must boldly go out and attack the white Western

world at its power centers..

The white Christian churches are

another form of government in this country, and they are used
by the government of this country to exploit the people of
Latin America, Asia and Africa, but the day is soon coming
to an end.

Therefore, brothers and sisters, the demands we

make upon the white Christian churches and the Jewish synagogues are small demands ..

They·represent fifteen dollars

per black person in these United States.

We can legitimately

demand this from the church power structure..

vle

must demand.

more from the United States Government.
But to win our demands from the church, which is
linked up \'lith the United States Government, we must not
forget that it will ultimately be by force and pO\ver that
we will win ..
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We are not threatening the churches.

We are saying

that we know the churches came ·with the military might of
the colonizers and have been sustained by the military might
of' the colonizers.

Hence, if the churches in colonial terri-

tories were established by military might, we lcnow deep within
our hearts that we must be prepared to use force to get our
demands..
take.

We are not saying that this is the road we \vant to

It is not, but let us be very clear that we are not

captured in Africa by

violence~

We were kept in bondage and

political servitude and forced to work as slaves by the military machinery and the Christian Church working hand in hand.
We recognize that in issuing this Manifesto we must
prepare for a long-range educational campaign in all communities of this country, but we know that the Christian churches
have contributed to our oppression in white America.,

We do

not intend to abuse our black brothers and sisters in black
churches who have uncritically accepted Christianity..

We

want them to understand how the racist v1hite Christian church
with its hypocritical declarations and doctrines of brotherhood has abused our trust and faith.

An attack on the reli-

gious beliefs of black people is not our major objective,
even though ·we know that

\.Ze

"'ere not Christians

"VJhen

we were

brought to this country, but that Christianity was used to
help enslave us..

Our objective in issuing this f1anifesto is

to force the racist white Christian church to begin the payment of reparations which are due to all black people, not

only by the church but also by private business and the
United .States government.

"'le

see this .focus on the Christian

church as an ef.fort around \vhich all black people can
Our demands are negotiable, but they cannot be

unite~

mini~

mized, they can only be increased, and the church is asked
to come up with larger sums o.f money than we are askingo
Our slogans are:
All Roads Must Lead to Revolution
Unite with Whomever You Can Unite
Neutralize Wherever Possible
Fight Our Enemies Relentlessly
Victory to the People
Life and Good Health to Mankind
Resistance to Domination by the White Christian
Churches and the Jewish Synagogues
Revolutionary Black Power
We Shall Win 'Vlithout a Doubt

p--

